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INTRODUCTION

On a map, the city of Inglewood, California, looks like a craggy piece wedged into a jigsaw puzzle. It is one of the eighty-eight separately incorporated cities that give shape to the vast county of Los Angeles, which stretches north-to-south from Lancaster to Long Beach and east-to-west from San Dimas to Santa Monica. Inglewood is one of the region’s larger cities, with more than one hundred thousand residents. It is located inside a freeway-bound rectangle in the southwestern part of Los Angeles, separated by major arterials from Los Angeles International Airport to the west and upscale cities like Beverly Hills and West Hollywood to the north. A historically African American city—a status that has been challenged as of late by the arrival of Latino immigrants—Inglewood is home to the Hollywood Park horseracing track and the “Fabulous” Forum, which served as an arena for professional basketball and hockey teams through the 1990s and currently houses the Faithful Central Bible Church. The 1999 closure of the Forum as a regular sports venue deprived the city of about $1 million in annual tax revenue. However, despite this economic blow, the city has retained its working class character, with a median income of just under $35,000 per year. As of 2000, Inglewood had only one major su-

---

3 Inglewood’s population is now evenly split between African American and Latino residents. See Tracy Gray-Barkan, Southern California’s Wal-Mart Wars, 35 SOCIAL POL’Y 31 (Fall 2004).
permarket, Vons, within its nearly ten-square-mile city limits. In this sense, Inglewood was not unique among urban communities, in which ready access to grocery stores and other retail businesses has been a well-documented problem.

Yet it was precisely because Inglewood’s community profile mirrored that of many other urban communities that Wal-Mart found it an appealing target for its first Southern California “Supercenter.” From an economic standpoint, Inglewood presented a favorable opportunity as an inner city in fiscal need of Wal-Mart’s tax revenue boost—and one that housed working class residents who could potentially benefit from Wal-Mart’s “always low prices.” From a political perspective, Inglewood was also an attractive locale for urban retail development. It already possessed a large vacant lot adjacent to Hollywood Park that could easily accommodate the Supercenter footprint. And, most critically, Inglewood was not part of the city of Los Angeles, which meant that it operated according to its own rules, outside the control of Los Angeles’s labor-friendly City Council. Additionally, the fact that Inglewood had a strong African American political base was an important factor because Wal-Mart’s urban development strategy emphasized building ties with African American organizations by providing financial contributions. In short,

5 There was also a Costco, which opened in 1984.


7 The Supercenter designation is given to Wal-Mart stores defined by their massive linear space (upwards of two hundred thousand square feet), which allows them to house grocery departments and Wal-Mart’s traditional discounted consumer merchandise under one roof. TRACY GRAY-BARKAN, WAL-MART AND BEYOND: THE BATTLE FOR GOOD JOBS AND STRONG COMMUNITIES IN URBAN AMERICA 17 (2007) [hereinafter GRAY-BARKAN, WAL-MART AND BEYOND].


9 See GRAY-BARKAN, WAL-MART AND BEYOND, supra note 7, at 23.
Wal-Mart officials—eager to expand into the lucrative urban market after years of concentrating on rural development—viewed Inglewood as the ideal test case in a larger campaign announced in 2002 to bring forty Supercenters into California.10

This is a case study of why Wal-Mart lost its development bid in Inglewood and the role that law—understood broadly as both the tactical deployment of legal advocacy and the codification of legal policy—played in the anti-Wal-Mart campaign. It is, in part, a story about Wal-Mart’s hubris and political miscalculation: the company’s drive for an Inglewood Supercenter failed despite evidence of public support,11 in large measure because of a politically ill-conceived attempt to gain voter approval of its proposed Supercenter through a city initiative that would have completely circumvented the local planning process. Yet Wal-Mart’s Inglewood defeat was not merely self-inflicted. Its miscalculation of the local response to the initiative was politically consequential precisely because there was a sophisticated team of labor activists and lawyers who used Wal-Mart’s disregard of public input to successfully mobilize community opposition to the Supercenter. This Article provides a close account of the labor-backed campaign to stop the development of the Inglewood Supercenter through legislative and legal challenges—a technique known as the “site fight” because of its focus on blocking Wal-Mart at a specific location.12 As a study of the role of law in the site fight process, it concentrates on how labor and community groups enlisted legal advocacy to mobilize community opposition to Wal-Mart’s Inglewood ini-


11 One public poll reported that nearly 80% of Inglewood residents “supported the sale of groceries in Wal-Mart.” Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 32.

12 See id. at ix.
tiative and later to craft a set of policy responses to limit Wal-Mart’s ability to enter the Los Angeles market.

The aims of this Article are twofold. First, it seeks to understand the site fight in relation to broader shifts within the labor movement, which have driven some unions—particularly those identified with the Change to Win federation that advocate aggressive organizing within communities of color—to promote pro-labor legal reform at the municipal government level. Part I therefore maps the political and economic challenges to traditional labor unionism and shows how these challenges have shaped current efforts at the local level to improve labor standards in key non-exportable industries. Within the retail sector, in particular, it describes why Wal-Mart has become an important target for organized labor and analyzes how the constraints on federally supervised union organizing have operated to prevent the unionization of Wal-Mart stores in the United States. Part I then explores how labor leaders have responded to the limits of traditional unionism by pursuing an alternative model of labor activism that uses political opportunities available in the local development process to advocate policy reforms designed to increase union density. This local approach is built upon three pillars: (1) it targets non-exportable service industries tethered to local economies and thus offering strong opportunities for union organizing; (2) it relies on community-labor coalitions to exert political influence within the local development process; and (3) it leverages local opportunities for legal advocacy outside the traditional

14 See Scott L. Cummings, Mobilization Lawyering: Community Economic Development in the Figueroa Corridor, in CAUSE LAWYERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 302, 313 (Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold eds., 2006).
confines of labor law to promote development practices accountable to labor and community
stakeholders. Los Angeles, with its dynamic labor movement, has emerged as an important incu-
bator of this local approach and the testing ground for its application to Wal-Mart. To illustrate
the dynamics of local labor activism, Part II provides a detailed case study of the defining camp-
paign of the anti-Wal-Mart movement—the Inglewood site fight—in which labor leaders allied
with land use and environmental lawyers to oppose Supercenter plans on the ground that the
negative community impacts outweighed consumer benefits.

The second goal of this Article is to use the Inglewood site fight to gain critical perspective
on the scholarly debate about the role of law in social change processes generally and the relation-
ship between law and contemporary labor organizing specifically. The orthodox view is deeply
skeptical of law’s potential to produce meaningful, long-lasting social transforma-
tion.16 Critical scholars of the labor movement, in particular, have pointed to the deradicalizing
effect of legal reforms such as the National Labor Relations Act on labor activism and the conse-
quently diminution of labor’s economic power.17 However, recent scholarly efforts have reas-
essed what lawyers can “do for, and to,”18 social movements and other forms of political
mobilization, offering more optimistic accounts that emphasize the constitutive role of law in

of this skepticism, see JOEL F. HANDLER, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM: A THEORY OF LAW
REFORM AND SOCIAL CHANGE (1977); GERALD N. ROSENBERG, THE HOLLOW HOPE: CAN COURTS BRING
ABOUT SOCIAL CHANGE? (1991); STUART SCHEINGOLD, THE POLITICS OF RIGHTS: LAWYERS, PUBLIC
17 See Lobel, supra note 16, at 944 (summarizing this critical perspective); see also Karl Klare, Judicial
18 Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold, What Cause Lawyers Do For, and To, Social Movements: An Introduction, in
CAUSE LAWYERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note 14, at 1.
shaping transformative political ideologies, identifying alternative forms of legal activism that promote community mobilization, and linking legal activism to labor organizing.

Part III contributes to this critical reassessment by drawing four central lessons from the Inglewood case study. First, in contrast to portraits of lawyers derailing social movements by pursuing rights in court at the cost of grassroots mobilization, the Inglewood case study provides an example of *multi-level legal activism* where lawyers worked in different institutional venues to challenge Wal-Mart site proposals and develop policy reforms. Second, the Inglewood site fight highlights a flexible advocacy model characterized by *tactical pluralism*, in which lawyers advanced a coordinated labor campaign using traditional litigation alongside nontraditional skills such as drafting legislation and conducting public relations. Third, the case study reveals the sophisticated ways in which labor client groups operate as consumers of legal services, assembling lawyer teams that contribute *networked expertise* in such areas as land use, environmental, and election law to advance labor organizing objectives. These professional networks cross traditional practice sites and disciplinary categories, while bringing together lawyers whose motivations are sometimes grounded in different political commitments from the activists. Finally, the case study provides an interesting perspective on the problem of *multi-tiered accountability* that arises in the context of low-income community representation, where lawyers must navigate complex relationships with multi-organizational coalitions that, in turn, struggle to represent competing conceptions of community. In Inglewood, the empowered nature of the labor client groups mitigated

---

19. See id. at 7.
This page contains text discussing concerns about strong lawyers manipulating weak clients to achieve their own political objectives, where the lawyer-client relationships resembled the traditional client-centered model with lawyers showing great deference to client directives. Yet the very strength of the labor groups created its own accountability problems vis-à-vis other coalition members, ultimately complicating the coalition’s broad claims to represent the “community” in its struggle against Wal-Mart.

I. CONTEMPORARY LEVERS OF LABOR REFORM: CONTESTING WAL-MART AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Local activism plays out on a political and economic stage shaped by larger systemic dynamics. In the case of Inglewood, the stage was set by a clash between the expansionist impulse of Wal-Mart and the protectionist response by organized labor and its allies. Indeed, Inglewood gained widespread attention precisely because it was emblematic of the larger struggle to redefine labor standards in a deunionized domestic economy. This Part situates the Inglewood site fight within the landscape of this larger struggle, showing how the campaign against Wal-Mart—a global symbol of labor flexibility—evolved as part of an alternative labor strategy to leverage political reforms in local economies, with Los Angeles emerging as a key site of innovation.

A. The Terrain of Modern Labor Activism

The story of the Inglewood site fight is part of a larger tale about the declining power of organized labor over the past fifty years as a force for collective worker action. The 1935 passage of


23 See MILKMAN, supra note 13, at 3 (calling Los Angeles “a crucible of labor movement revitalization in the 1990s”); see also MIKE DAVIS, MAGICAL URBANISM: LATINOS REINVENT THE BIG U.S. CITY 145 (2000).
the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) was a crowning accomplishment of the American labor movement, creating a federal structure for facilitating collective bargaining.24 Yet under the auspices of the NLRA regime, organized labor has seen its economic power diminished and union density in the private sector fall from about 40% in the early 1950s to below 10%.25 Scholars have offered interrelated political and economic explanations for labor’s eroded power.

The political account of labor’s decline emphasizes how external changes in the regulatory structure of labor relations and internal changes in the management of labor unions have constrained their ability to effectively organize and represent workers in the contemporary marketplace. At the governmental level, the story is one of political backlash against unionism, marked by legislative reforms curtailing the worker-friendly bargaining framework authorized under the original NLRA,26 lax enforcement of management-side labor abuses by the National Labor Relations Board,27 and court decisions narrowing key provisions of labor law in ways that have hampered worker organizing.28 These trends have been reinforced by the conservative attack on the social welfare system,29 which has resulted in the unraveling of safety net programs designed to

protect workers from economic hardship. Unions, for their part, have been criticized for complacency in the face of their New Deal success, relying too heavily on the bureaucratized structure of collective bargaining at the cost of ongoing worker mobilization, while succumbing to authoritarianism and corruption that has tarred the image of “Big Labor.”

The economic account of labor’s descent focuses on the macro- and micro-economic reordering that has diminished union power. From a macro-economic perspective, the major shift in the past twenty-five years has been toward greater global economic interdependence, measured in terms of liberalized trade and capital investment regimes, which have weakened the labor movement by reducing the bargaining position of domestically tethered unions vis-à-vis globally mobile capital and promoting regulatory “races to the bottom” in which countries compete for capital investment by lowering labor standards. The well-documented consequences of globalization have included the exportation of labor-intensive (and historically unionized) manufacturing enterprises to low-cost developing countries and the corresponding rise of the domestic service sector, with its heavy reliance on nonunionized immigrant labor. These macro-level challenges to organized labor have been reinforced by changes in the internal organization of firms, which have moved away from internal labor markets with the promise of long-term employment and intra-firm promotion, toward more “flexible” employment forms, including part-time employment,

31 Karl Klare, supra note 17, at 292-93.
33 Stone, supra note 30, at 85-86.
34 See Gordon, supra note 21, at 20-21.
contingent work, and subcontracting.\footnote{Katherine V.W. Stone, FROM WIDGETS TO DIGITS: EMPLOYMENT REGULATION FOR THE CHANGING WORKPLACE 67-86 (2004).} Caught at the intersection of these competing political and economic forces, organized labor in the contemporary era has been confronted with a fundamental dilemma: how to increase union density in non-exportable job sectors—such as retail, construction, hospitality, and other service industries—in the face of economically powerful employers, legally vulnerable workers, and an antiquated regulatory apparatus ill-suited to the job.

B. Organizing Against Bentonville: The Limits of Traditional Unionism

As one of the world’s largest companies\footnote{See Ammette Bernhardt, et al., What Do We Know About Wal-Mart? An Overview of Facts and Studies for New Yorkers, Brennan Center for Justice Economic Policy Brief No. 2, at 1 (Aug. 2005) (reporting 2005 profit figures).}—and fiercest union opponents—Wal-Mart has become a compelling symbol of labor’s organizing dilemma. Wal-Mart’s sheer scale is staggering: its three hundred billion in annual sales constitutes over 2% of the United States gross national product, which ranks it as one of the most dominant businesses in economic history.\footnote{See Lichtenstein, supra note ___Wal-Mart, at 3-5.} It is this market dominance that makes Wal-Mart at once an appealing target for unionization and—at least thus far—an indomitable adversary.

Wal-Mart’s economic power is built upon a retail template that combines low prices with high-volume sales. Wal-Mart founder Sam Walton started his first five-and-dime store in Bentonville, Arkansas, in 1950, and built it into a retail giant by undercutting competitor prices, making up for the lower profit margin per unit by selling far more than other retailers.\footnote{See Abigail Goldman & Nancy Cleeland, The Wal-Mart Effect: An Empire Built on Bargains Remakes the Working World, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 23, 2003, at A1.} The literature on Wal-Mart’s corporate operations emphasizes the benefits of strong centralized mana-
gerial control, which allows it to achieve two different types of cost savings. First, Wal-Mart’s command-and-control structure reduces transaction costs by increasing uniformity, predictability, and speed. Perhaps most famously, Wal-Mart is known for its ability to regulate the thermostats of all its retail stores from its headquarters in Bentonville. And Wal-Mart’s system of monitoring product movement is one of the most sophisticated in the world, capable of tracking products at any point in the chain from supplier to consumer. This system permits the company to move quickly to replenish hot-selling items or reduce orders for unpopular goods at any of its retail locations. Second, Wal-Mart’s central control over its vast network of retail outlets gives it a strong bargaining position in the market for goods and services, allowing it to reduce the costs of supplies and labor. It uses its purchasing power to drive a hard bargain with both domestic and foreign suppliers, who are forced to take the prices that Wal-Mart offers for their goods—or risk losing an enormous customer. Similarly, on the labor front, Wal-Mart achieves low prices by enforcing a uniform low-wage, low-benefits standard and protecting against any sign of union activity.

From organized labor’s perspective, Wal-Mart’s retail structure extracts cost savings from workers and suppliers and distributes them to consumers in the form of lower prices and to investors in the form of higher profits. While this structure may, in fact, increase overall social wel-

39 See Lichtenstein, supra note Wal-Mart__, at 9-11.
40 There are different types of transaction costs, including the costs of acquiring information, bargaining, and enforcing decisions. See Ronald Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 3 ECONOMICA 386 (1937).
41 See Lichtenstein, supra note __Wal-Mart, at 11.
42 See id.
fare—indeed, the central debate over Wal-Mart is the degree to which lower prices compensate for lower wages—labor suggests that pitting prices against wages presents a false choice. Contrary to Wal-Mart’s claims, labor argues that low prices can coexist with high-wages, pointing to Ford Motor Company as the historical prototype and Costco as the modern exemplar of this combination. For labor, the issue is therefore how to improve Wal-Mart’s meager and (because of its size) industry-setting labor standards, which include average annual earnings of just over $17,000 for all hourly workers (below the federal poverty line for a family of four) and health insurance plans that cover less than half of Wal-Mart’s employees. Increasing wage and benefit plans would impose its own trade-offs, requiring some combination of lower profits or lower compensation for higher-level corporate employees, assuming prices are held steady. From labor’s perspective, then, the struggle against Wal-Mart centers on redistributing corporate resources away from managers and investors, and toward workers.

The historical approach to the issue of corporate distribution has been unionization, spurred by the ideology of industrial democracy and embodied in the NLRA. Indeed, United States Steel and General Motors—two other archetypes of American capitalism—set the standard for the manufacturing and transportation industries by pairing large-scale economic enterprise with

44 See Global Insight, The Economic Impact of Wal-Mart (2005) (stating that disposable income has risen nearly one percent as a result of Wal-Mart’s reduction in consumer prices); David Neumark, et al., THE EFFECTS OF WAL-MART ON LOCAL LABOR MARKETS (2005) (finding that payrolls per person decline by about 5% after the opening of Wal-Mart stores).

45 See Lichtenstein, supra note ___Wal-Mart, at 26-27.


traditional unionism.\textsuperscript{50} Though the structure of Wal-Mart’s retail operations differs in significant ways from the Taylorist production of General Motors assembly plants,\textsuperscript{51} there are many echoes of mid-century industrial organization in Wal-Mart’s retail design. Like its industrial predecessors, Wal-Mart is characterized by a large-scale, single-employer workforce of over 1.3 million domestic employees,\textsuperscript{52} who are engaged in relatively routine job functions and subject to a high degree of central managerial control. Though individual Wal-Mart stores do not contain the massive aggregations of workers associated with industrial shop-floor organizing, Wal-Mart stores are nonetheless large physical workspaces, each home to an average of 325 workers.\textsuperscript{53} In contrast to trends toward outsourcing, franchising, and other forms of flexible corporate design,\textsuperscript{54} Wal-Mart remains the standard-bearer for unitary commercial organization with a massive workforce of similarly situated employees.

This section examines why the United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) union, the major union representing retail and grocery workers, has nonetheless failed to win a single union contract with Wal-Mart, offering explanations rooted in: (1) the system of federal labor law enforcement; (2) Wal-Mart’s flexible organizational structure; (3) Wal-Mart’s institutional culture; (4) Wal-Mart’s anti-union policies; and (5) the UFCW’s organizing model.

\textsuperscript{48} See LICHTENSTEIN, supra note 25, at 30-38.
\textsuperscript{49} See Lichtenstein, supra note Wal-Mart\textsuperscript{__}, at 4.
\textsuperscript{50} See Lichtenstein, supra note State of the Union, at 54.
\textsuperscript{51} The Taylorist production model was characterized by the scientific management of production processes, whereby workers were assigned to specialized tasks that presaged the subsequent rise of the assembly line mode of production. See DANIEL NELSON, FREDERICK W. TAYLOR AND THE RISE OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT (1980).
\textsuperscript{52} See Wal-Mart, Economic Opportunity 1-1.
\textsuperscript{53} See Bernhardt, et al., supra note 36 at 1.
1. Law

The first explanation is not specific to Wal-Mart, but rather points more generally to changes in labor law that have made union organizing under the NLRA collective bargaining framework more difficult. Though the basic legislative structure of labor law has remained intact for more than four decades, administrative and judicial decisions have impeded private sector union organizing under the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) supervised election process by permitting uncertainty and delay, curtailing employee free speech, and failing to provide sufficient legal protection against employer anti-union retaliation. Unions therefore increasingly opt to bypass NLRB supervised union elections altogether in favor of privately negotiated card check neutrality agreements, in which employers agree to recognize a union rather than demand an election if a majority of employees signs valid authorization cards. Wal-Mart, of course, is virulently opposed to card check agreements and has been cited for its sophisticated deployment of labor law to thwart incipient organizing attempts. In addition, specific labor organizing rules limit the ability of workers to act collectively. For instance, labor law prohibits “secondary activity,” which means that employees of one company cannot legally boycott another company that is subject to a union organizing drive. This prohibition reinforces the difficulty of organizing retail outlets


56 See Brudney, supra note 55, at 821.

57 See Part I.B.4, infra.

like Wal-Mart, since sympathy strikes by transportation unions, like the Teamsters, could exert significant pressure on Wal-Mart by halting the shipments of goods.59

2. Organization

Another impediment to union organizing stems from Wal-Mart’s “flexible” labor practices. Wal-Mart has emphasized part-time employment—a policy that it claims helps families that need additional income but also want to retain flexibility to care for their children and attend to household tasks.60 The company has thus kept its part-time workforce at about 20% of the total, though it has recently discussed plans to increase the proportion to 40% in an effort to cut costs.61 Part-time workers tend to have less attachment to the company and experience greater vulnerability—a combination that undercuts incentives to organize. Wal-Mart does, in fact, maintain a functioning internal labor market: most of its higher-level managers are recruited from the ranks of hourly employees.62 However, critics charge that company officials keep the criteria for advancement deliberately vague and use broad discretion to promote workers into training programs, resulting in the systematic under-representation of women in management positions.63 In fact, female workers, though they comprise nearly 80% of hourly department heads at Wal-Mart, account for only 40% of those in the coveted management trainee program, which operates as the

59 In addition, Wal-Mart has attempted to place the legal ownership of Wal-Mart stores under separate companies as a way to limit union organizing across stores. See Thomas Jessen Adams, Making the New Shop Floor: Wal-Mart, Labor Control, and the History of the Postwar Discount Retail Industry in America, in WAL-MART: THE FACE OF TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY CAPITALISM, supra note 8, at 213, 219.
63 See id. at 236.
As a result, women workers at Wal-Mart are disproportionately represented in low-paying, high-turnover jobs that are perceived as providing limited upward mobility; the precariousness of their work experience constrains opportunities for union activism.

3. Culture

Observers also point to the Wal-Mart “culture” as an additional barrier to unionization. Wal-Mart has its roots in “right-to-work” states in the Deep South, where it has cultivated an organizational culture that strongly disdains collective worker action. Employees are referred to as “associates,” a term that evokes responsibility to the common Wal-Mart enterprise, portrayed in terms of familial obligation and small-town communitarianism. In an effort to promote a team mentality, employees are “coached to achieve their potential,” while the company promotes an “open-door” policy to encourage dissatisfied employees to air concerns with supervisors instead of channeling grievances into labor organizing. A strain of anti-unionism is a core component of Wal-Mart’s culture, promulgated through employee literature and meetings that emphasize the dangers of unions, which Wal-Mart portrays as “victimizing” workers by charging dues and depriving employees of their individual voices in the service of self-interested union goals.

---

64 See id. at 237-38.
66 See Lichtenstein, supra note __ Wal-Mart, at 17.
67 Id.
68 See Anna M. Archer, Shopping for a Collective Voice when Unionization is Unattainable, 42 HOUS. L. REV. 837, 845 (2005).
anti-union tenor of Wal-Mart’s culture was nurtured in its early period of small-town and rural development, where it tapped themes of community and service to promote the “Wal-Mart Way” as it fanned outward from Arkansas into adjacent Southern and Midwestern states.70

4. Policy

Because of its geographic concentration, Wal-Mart was not a key target of organized labor through the 1980s. This began to change in the following decade, as slow growth caused Wal-Mart to aggressively promote Supercenter development further from its Bentonville hub in order to wrest market share from the heavily unionized urban grocery industry.71 As Wal-Mart clashed with labor activists in these new markets, it implemented aggressively anti-union policies to thwart organizing drives in their early stages. As a formal matter, Wal-Mart has a clear and well-defined response to signs of union activity. The Home Office tells store managers that defending against unions is a “full-time commitment” and gives them explicit directions on how to deal with potential union threats.72 Managers are charged with identifying and screening out potentially troublesome employees at the application stage and are required to contact a “Union Hotline” at the first sign of union activity. A call to this Hotline dispatches a team from the Home Office to run a targeted store’s anti-union campaign,73 which consists of mandatory meetings with anti-
union presentations and propaganda videos.\textsuperscript{74} Wal-Mart also imposes a strict anti-solicitation policy to prohibit the distribution of union materials within stores.\textsuperscript{75}

Moreover, critics have charged Wal-Mart with a tacit policy of intimidating Wal-Mart workers, primarily by firing union activists.\textsuperscript{76} Though such terminations are illegal, the traditional remedy of reinstatement with back-pay usually represents a hollow victory since it is typically awarded well after the union election has been held (and lost). Since 1998, the NLRB has issued nearly one hundred complaints against Wal-Mart for unfair labor practices, including employee terminations, surveillance, interrogations, and unlawful promises or benefits to dissuade organizing.\textsuperscript{77} As a result of Wal-Mart’s anti-union policies, only five Wal-Mart stores in the United States have ever held union elections. In the one instance where the workers voted in favor of the union—in the meat-cutting division at a store in Jacksonville, Texas—Wal-Mart promptly negated the victory by eliminating all of its meat-cutting departments nationwide.\textsuperscript{78} More recently, Wal-Mart closed an entire store in Quebec, Canada, after the workers voted for union representa-

\textsuperscript{74} See How Wal-Mart Keeps Unions at Bay, supra note 55.
\textsuperscript{75} See Botelho, supra note 69, at 843.
There are currently no Wal-Mart stores in North America under union contract, despite a nearly decade-long organizing effort by the UFCW. While Wal-Mart’s anti-union policies have erected high barriers to organized labor, part of the failure of the UFCW to make organizing gains has also been attributed to its own miscues. With Wal-Mart’s focus on preventing unionization clear and resolute, commentators have charged the UFCW with failing to respond in kind: it devotes only 2% of its national budget to Wal-Mart and has been criticized for the absence of a national strategy that taps into support for Wal-Mart workers. The UFCW has withdrawn from its store-by-store organizing approach in the United States, focusing instead on domestic public relations and policy campaigns. However, even critics acknowledge that systematically organizing Wal-Mart would take more resources than the UFCW could itself devote. And there are signs that greater coordination might be developing, particularly after the 2005 formation of the Change to Win federation, composed primarily of service-sector unions—including the UFCW, UNITE-HERE, and the Service Employees International Union (SEIU)—that broke off from the AFL-CIO to emphasize direct union organizing. Nonetheless, labor activists have expressed skepticism that they could win a traditional organizing

81 See Featherstone, supra note 71.
82 See Rathke, supra note 80, at 269.
83 See Featherstone, supra note 71.
campaign against Wal-Mart, even with a large infusion of union resources and a high-level of inter-union coordination, given the company’s vast resources and sophisticated anti-union machinery.84

C. Points of Entry: Localism as an Alternative Labor Strategy

In the face of the challenges to traditional unionism, labor leaders in the Wal-Mart context have followed a broader arc of movement activism—driven by the Change to Win unions—turning away from the traditional paradigm of federally supervised union organizing and toward an alternative model emphasizing local coalition building and policy reform designed to increase union density in targeted industries. This turn to localism responds to three central features of the contemporary field of labor activism. First, it targets non-exportable industries tied to local economies—either because they offer inherently immobile services, have fiscal ties to local governments, or gain economic benefits through association with larger regional economies85—that offer key opportunities for union organizing. Second, it takes strategic advantage of the spatial configuration of political power, de-emphasizing advocacy within the now more conservative federal government and instead building political alliances with progressive big-city officials who possess the political will to advance regulation on behalf of their low-wage worker constituents. Finally, labor’s local strategy provides it with distinct legal levers for advancing union organizing goals that are unavailable at the federal level.

Los Angeles has been an important location in the development of this local approach. It is the site of a dynamic labor movement, propelled forward over the past decade by the dominance

84 See Rathke, supra note 80, at 270.
85 See Stone, supra note Flexibilization, at 90-92.
of Change to Win unions,\textsuperscript{86} whose historical focus on organizing by occupation has made them well-positioned to respond to the challenges of deindustrialization by focusing on “strategic organizing designed to take wages out of competition in an entire industry or sector.”\textsuperscript{87} An innovative coalition of community groups has supported and extended the work of these unions, building labor’s appeal beyond its traditionally narrow focus on the membership. In addition, Los Angeles is also home to the largest concentration of immigrant workers in the United States, who have proven strong supporters of unionism in low-wage sectors.\textsuperscript{88} These factors have coalesced to make Los Angeles “a center of labor movement resurgence”\textsuperscript{89}—and the forefront of the anti-Wal-Mart movement.

1. Beyond Industrialism: The Service Sector as a Fixed Target

Labor’s local approach is built around the goal of organizing the immobile, but rapidly expanding service sector, which over the past fifty years has grown from about 60% of the nonagricultural labor force to roughly 80%.\textsuperscript{90} The service sector is bifurcated between high-paying jobs in financial services, real estate, and the law, and low-wage jobs in the retail, restaurant, hospitality, domestic work, cleaning services, and security fields. The low end of the service sector presents obvious opportunities for union organizing to the extent that it is immune from the threat of export that is used to discipline workers in the manufacturing context. However, this sector also confronts unions with a distinct set of barriers to organizing, including high rates of contingent

\textsuperscript{86} SEIU Local 1877, in particular, is well-known for its ground-breaking Justice for Janitors campaign. See Milkman, supra note L.A. Story, at 155-62.

\textsuperscript{87} Id. at 4-5, 23.

\textsuperscript{88} Id. at 9.

\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 6.
work, subcontracting, and immigrant labor. In addition, as the Wal-Mart fight shows, though service jobs do not face foreign outsourcing, they are threatened by employer efforts to import low-wage standards domestically, through employer support for degraded domestic labor standards and opposition to unionization.

Big cities, in particular, have become important sites for contesting low-wage service employment, given the large number of working poor, which has expanded in connection with the growth of an urban professional class that relies on cheap access to services to support its quality of life. In Los Angeles, the service sector has driven economic growth over the past two decades, contributing to the expanding number of working poor. As of 2000, most of Los Angeles’s working poor were concentrated in retail, professional services (education and health care), personal services (hotel and domestic work), business services (janitors and security guards), and construction. Over 60% of the working poor were foreign-born immigrants, and less than 5% were unionized. The occupational concentration of the working poor in the service sector has placed great demands on—and presented new opportunities for—the Change to Win unions that have risen to prominence in Los Angeles.
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93 See More et al., supra note 91, at vii (noting that service sector employment had increased by nearly 50% between 1985 and 2000, contributing to the growth of the working poor in Los Angeles to approximately one million workers).
94 Id. at vii-viii, 35-36.
95 Id. at 24.
2. Beyond Workers: Strategic Solidarity as a Political Strategy

These unions have responded to the new terrain of low-wage, nonunionized work by attempting to supplement traditional organizing with alternative strategies to build support for unions beyond the direct membership. This effort is designed to help raise labor standards for nonunionized workers and to extend the base of political support for unions. By demonstrating that they can deliver benefits to a broad range of community members, the unions seek to overcome the negative stereotype of labor as a special interest group and improve long-term prospects for increasing union density. While unions continue to hold on to traditional notions of worker solidarity and collective representation, they have also ceded ground to new forms of worker collectivism that break the traditional mold. These new models are characterized by flexible, pragmatic alliances of workers and activists, who come together in different organizational configurations to advance a range of objectives, including organizing, education, and policy reform.

One way to view these efforts is to arrange them along a spectrum of proximity to organized labor. At one end are groups that operate independently from (and in some tension with) organized labor, while at the other end are organizations with a high degree of functional integration with local unions. Workers’ centers—community-based groups that support low-wage workers through service provision, organizing, and advocacy—operate along different points of the spectrum, though the dominant mode of interaction with organized labor is loose and occasional, with only 15% of workers’ centers reporting either an ongoing union partnership or union spon-
Since the 1980s, workers centers have grown primarily out of efforts to promote the labor rights of immigrant workers, who initially received a hostile reception by organized labor, which endorsed restrictive immigration policies as a means of fighting what it viewed as the threat to domestic workers that immigrants posed. As a result, most workers’ centers grew out of non-labor groups, such as faith-based and identity-based nonprofit organizations. These centers have continued to operate at arm’s length from unions, though the formal endorsement of amnesty by the AFL-CIO in 2000 and recent efforts to incorporate day labor centers in the AFL-CIO’s central labor councils suggests greater integration is developing.

Toward the other end of the spectrum are groups that are deeply connected to organized labor, working to forge community-labor alliances, conduct labor research, enact policy reform, and broaden the base of labor supporters. Labor leaders have promoted community-labor alliances as a national strategy through organizations like Good Jobs First, which was created to build networks of local activists to support labor rights. In addition, unions in major metropolitan areas have sponsored the formation of local labor rights groups, which have mediated between organized labor and other community- and faith-based groups to facilitate strategic action around

99 See id. at 121. Where worker centers that have attempted to systematically collaborate with local unions to promote organizing, friction has developed due to the different organizational cultures and sense of mission. See id. at 120-30.
100 See id.
101 See Jorge Bustamante, The AFL-CIO Makes the Right Call This Time: Immigration; The Union’s Call for Amnesty for Undocumented Workers Already in the U.S. is a Welcome Approach, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 25, 2000, at B7; Steven Greenhouse, Labor Federation Forms a Pact with Day Workers, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 10, 2006, at A3. Wal-Mart labor strategists have recently offered proposals in favor of developing Wal-Mart Workers Associations based to some degree on the worker centers model. See Rathke, supra note 80, at 272.
economic justice issues. One of these groups, the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE), formed in 1993 by the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees union (HERE), has become nationally known for its innovative labor campaigns, which include securing passage of the Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance in 1997,\(^\text{103}\) and more recent efforts to promote accountability in publicly subsidized redevelopment.\(^\text{104}\) Similar groups have developed throughout California, including the East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable Economy in Oakland and the Center on Policy Initiatives in San Diego. Together with LAANE, these organizations have formed the Partnership for Working Families to advocate for greater social and economic returns on public investments.\(^\text{105}\)

3. Beyond Organizing: Law as a Technique of Labor Mobilization

Labor activists have also turned to legal strategies—including litigation and legislative initiatives—as a way to mobilize workers and enhance labor standards outside of the federal collective bargaining framework. This emphasis on legal strategies represents an interesting convergence between labor organizing and public interest law, which historically have operated at some distance from one another. Part of this distance was the product of the relatively distinct constituencies of organized labor and public interest lawyers. Historically, public interest lawyers mediated between marginalized groups and the government, helping low-income people gain access to gov-
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\(^{103}\) See Kathleen Erksine & Judy Marblestone, The Role of Lawyers in Santa Monica’s Struggle for a Living Wage, in CAUSE LAWYERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note 14, at 249, 251.

\(^{104}\) See Cummings, supra note __, Mobilization Lawyering, at 302.

\(^{105}\) See The Partnership for Working Families, at http://www.communitybenefits.org/. Labor-backed groups have frequently collaborated with local branches of national organizing groups like the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) and the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), which have also gained attention for supporting their own versions of innovative worker organizing. The IAF developed the well-known project QUEST in San Antonio to train workers for living wage jobs and has been a notable sponsor of immigrant worker centers, while ACORN has become a leader in the national living wage movements. See FINE, supra note __, at 120; STONE,
ernment benefits and people of color gain access to civil rights. To the degree that public interest lawyers confronted workplace problems, it was primarily around the issue of racial discrimination with Title VII becoming an important vehicle in the 1970s and 1980s for impact groups like the NAACP LDF. Public interest law during this time was more removed from traditional labor law issues, both because labor disputes were primarily the domain of collective bargaining agreements and because workers, to the extent that they were not covered by such agreements, often earned enough money to disqualify them from legal aid. Moreover, scholars have viewed rights-based legal advocacy as in tension with labor struggle, pointing to the legalization of collective bargaining and the pursuit of rights-based employment claims as weakening the labor movement. However, there are signs that contemporary labor activists view legal advocacy as a pragmatic response to the constraints on the traditional union organizing paradigm, supporting litigation to enforce minimum labor requirements, while actively using legal levers embedded in the local development process to promote labor standards.

a. Law as a Sword

In the Wal-Mart context, litigation has been used as an important technique to ensure compliance with minimum labor standards—a weapon for exposing intrafirm violations, challenging illegal labor practices, and holding the company to account. Litigation has obvious limits from a labor perspective, since the goal of labor activism is typically to use the collective power of work-
ers to raise standards above the legally mandated floor.\textsuperscript{108} However, strategic lawsuits targeted at Wal-Mart labor violations could have a systemic impact to the degree that Wal-Mart’s pricing structure requires it to cut legal corners to maintain its low labor costs. For instance, in a widely cited policy, the Wal-Mart Home Office provides detailed budgets to its store managers that set very specific targets for revenues and labor costs;\textsuperscript{109} because the labor cost projections are so low, critics charge that store managers are effectively forced to violate labor laws in order to satisfy Home Office standards. Hence, well-known lawsuits have alleged that Wal-Mart fails to provide state-mandated meal breaks,\textsuperscript{110} forces employees to work off-the-clock,\textsuperscript{111} violates child labor laws by requiring minors to work too many hours,\textsuperscript{112} and contracts with janitorial services that employ undocumented immigrant workers who are denied minimum wage and overtime.\textsuperscript{113} To the extent that such litigation can enforce legal baselines that are systematically flouted, Wal-Mart may be forced to reevaluate its pricing and wage policies to ensure ongoing legal compliance. In addition, advocates can coordinate impact cases with a media strategy to publicize wrongdoing in a way that raises the visibility of labor abuse and increases public pres-

\textsuperscript{108} See GORDON, \textit{supra} note 21, at 178.
\textsuperscript{109} See Goldman & Cleeland, \textit{supra} note 38.
sure to reform. Labor unions have generally supported these lawsuits, publicizing them as examples of Wal-Mart’s systematic mistreatment of workers.114

The most prominent lawsuit against Wal-Mart is Dukes v. Wal-Mart, a gender discrimination suit brought by the Berkeley-based Impact Fund in 2004.115 This lawsuit was certified as the largest class action ever, with the Ninth Circuit affirming the decision to allow a class of over 1.5 million women seeking back pay, punitive damages, and injunctive relief for allegations of unequal pay and unequal promotion.116 Dukes is a traditional employment discrimination suit alleging Title VII violations. Yet to the extent that Wal-Mart deploys gender discrimination as a cost-saving measure, a victory in the class action suit could have a large-scale effect in raising wages across the board. The risk, of course, is that the long-winding class action process could dissipate shop-floor activism, as women workers wait for their compensatory checks instead of acting collectively to prospectively change employment practices. While this may be true, commentators and labor activists generally have found complementarities between Dukes and worker activism. One perspective emphasizes the second-best nature of the class action as a vehicle for expressing the collective voice of aggrieved Wal-Mart workers in an environment in which more robust union action is impossible.117 A second perspective focuses on the links between Dukes and direct action, highlighting how litigation and organizing may be mutually reinforcing.
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117 See e.g. Archer, supra note 68, at 880 (arguing that the class action vehicle is a viable means of obtaining collective voice for Wal-Mart workers unable to form unions).
example, activists suggest that a union-backed campaign to educate Wal-Mart workers on their rights was partly responsible for empowering female employees to come forward to assert claims of discrimination. Further, commentators have expressed optimism that the success thus far in *Dukes* represents a highly visible rebuke to Wal-Mart’s aura of impregnability that can be used to promote greater solidarity and activism among workers. Just as *Brown v. Board of Education* exposed the vulnerability of the previously untouchable system of Jim Crow, *Dukes* may prove to be legal opening that sparks further labor activism against Wal-Mart.

**b. Law as a Shield**

In contrast to the impact suit, which is a court-focused strategy targeting Wal-Mart’s internal labor practices, community-labor coalitions have also sought to reshape local government policy in order to leverage enhanced labor standards. The use of local policy reforms to promote labor rights has emerged as a key strategy of community-labor groups, which see little prospect for federal labor legislation but can exploit ties with local unions to promote labor-friendly urban policy agendas—in effect, to use local legal reform to shield urban labor constituencies from regressive employer practices. The strategy is enabled by the fact that labor-enhancing local reforms can be embedded in city ordinances governing contracting and land use regulation.

It is important to understand how this community-labor strategy has fit into—and helped to shape—the changing political landscape of community mobilization in urban areas over the past
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118 See, e.g., Presentation by John Grant, General Counsel, United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 770, to Problem Solving in the Public Interest Seminar, UCLA School of Law (Nov. 2, 2006).


decade. Community-labor groups have gained local influence not simply as conduits of union activism, but as important political actors in their own right—able to forge non-labor alliances by filling a political niche created by the changing dynamics of urban development in the post-civil rights era. Beginning in the 1950s, the fundamental problem in urban areas was massive *disinvestment* from central cities, associated with white flight to the suburbs and urban “blight.”

With the advent of the War on Poverty, community economic development (CED) became an important strategy for counteracting disinvestment, driven by nonprofit community development corporations (CDCs) that used the resources provided by new federal antipoverty programs to leverage reluctant outside investors. In this environment, CDCs played critical roles as neighborhood-based developers of affordable housing and commercial real estate projects, and many gained political power as important brokers of urban investment.

However, over the last decade, the problem in many urban communities has shifted from disinvestment to *hyperinvestment*, fostered by a combination of local government programs promoting city redevelopment and a backlash against urban sprawl. As a result, poor urban communities now face rapidly escalating private development, even speculation, which has driven up real estate values, producing gentrification and the displacement of low-income residents. This context has challenged conventional CED models since CDCs in hot neighborhoods are often priced out of real estate market and are no longer needed to spur housing and commercial projects, which are eagerly undertaken by private developers. In the face of hyperinvestment, CDCs have thus seen their role curtailed, while poor communities have had to confront a new dilemma: how to either

---

slow down private investment or condition it on the provision of community benefits like affordable housing and living wage jobs for existing residents. Because this is a question of local policy reform, the central issue is who has sufficient political power to shape local decision making in the interests of low-income residents. In Los Angeles, as well as other big cities, the answer has been organized labor. Thus, community-labor groups have become a proxy for a broad range of urban constituencies frustrated by old antipoverty models and willing to align themselves with organized labor in order to advance a local political agenda with redistributive aims.

As a leader of this community-labor movement, LAANE has gained national prominence by spearheading living wage, accountable development, and big-box retail campaigns in Los Angeles. Beginning with its success in helping to enact the Los Angeles living wage law, LAANE has focused on promoting living wage ordinances as a way to raise wages above the poverty level. The ordinances have varied in approach, ranging from the more conventional city-wide living wage ordinance, which requires that recipients of public contracts or subsidies meet living wage requirements, to the recently passed ordinance mandating that hotels adjacent to the Los Angeles International Airport pay its workers living wage in recognition of the fiscal advantages they have received from public investments in the airport.126

LAANE also has been a leader in the “accountable development” movement—an effort to impose higher labor and community benefits standards on developers that receive public assis-

126 Duke Hefland, Mayor Signs “Living Wage” Law; LAX-Area Hotels Must Pay Up to $10.64 Hourly. Business Leaders Plan to Take the Issue to Voters, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 28, 2006, at B4; but see Joe Mathews & Steve Hymon, Council OKs New Living Wage Law, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 14, 2007, at B3 (noting original law was rescinded under
tance to produce commercial and housing projects. This effort emerged out of an organizing campaign LAANE spearheaded against the developer of the downtown Los Angeles sports and entertainment complex adjacent to the Staples Center. This campaign resulted in a privately negotiated community benefits agreement (CBA) requiring the developer to provide additional affordable housing, adhere to living wage goals, and agree to card check neutrality. On the heels of the successful CBA, LAANE advocated that the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency adopt a community impact report policy, which would have required developers within redevelopment project areas to take into account the impact of projects on affordable housing and jobs. In the face of strong developer opposition, the Community Redevelopment Agency scaled back the policy, instead adopting a “community context report” that provided for weaker reporting requirements. Groups in other California cities have continued to push for community impact reports, though so far without success.

LAANE’s accountable development work has fed into its current campaign to challenge big-box stores, which present similar concerns about local governments approving business development that produces low-wage jobs. LAANE’s Wal-Mart efforts have thus focused on containing big-box retailing through local planning mechanisms. One tactic has been the site fight, which pressure from hotels). The hotels have sued to prevent the implementation of the newly passed ordinance. See Joe Matthews & Steve Hymon, ‘Living Wage’ for LAX Hotel Staffs Blocked, L.A. Times, May 5, 2007, at A1.

127 See Cummings, supra note 14; Sheila Foster & Brian Glick, Integrative Lawyering: Navigating the Political Economy of Urban Redevelopment, Cal. L. Rev.


129 See Cummings, supra note 14, at 324.

130 However, the Agency later promulgated underwriting guidelines that require developers receiving Agency support to complete a detailed application that requests much of the information initially sought in the CIR.
seeks to stop specific development proposals by blocking local land use approval and challenging the environmental soundness of big-box stores. In addition, because the site fight is reactive and resource-intensive, LAANE has also sought to persuade local governments to pass ordinances restricting big-box development as a way of protecting against the displacement of local businesses and the destruction of housing and green space. These ordinances are intended to influence Wal-Mart either by keeping its Supercenters out of urban areas, and thus protecting higher-wage grocery jobs, or by conditioning Wal-Mart’s land use approvals on mitigation measures that would include enhanced wage and benefits standards.

II.

BETWEEN LAW AND POLITICS: THE INGLEWOOD SITE FIGHT

Inglewood emerged in 2003 as labor’s signature battle against Wal-Mart, led by activists allied with the UFCW and LAANE. This Part examines how the community-labor coalition was able to defeat Wal-Mart’s bid to open the first Supercenter in metropolitan Los Angeles.

A. “The No. 1 Enemy”: The UFCW’s Fight Against the Supercenter “Invasion”

The struggle over the Inglewood Supercenter was framed by the larger threat that Wal-Mart posed to the unionized grocery sector in California. In 2003, there were about 250,000 unionized grocery workers in California and national figures indicated that they earned about one and a
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131 See id.
132 See Lefcoe, supra note 71, at 4.
half times as much as their Wal-Mart counterparts.\textsuperscript{135} Labor leaders at the UFCW were therefore alarmed at the possible entrance of Wal-Mart Supercenters into the California market, which brought with it the potential to drive unionized grocers out of business and force those that remained to make wage and benefits cuts to stay competitive.\textsuperscript{136} Well before Wal-Mart formally announced its plans in 2002 to open forty California Supercenters,\textsuperscript{137} the UFCW was therefore actively working to block Wal-Mart from entering the state. In 1998, union and supermarket industry leaders jointly lobbied for a preemptive statewide ban on big-box retail stores that devoted more than 15,000 square feet to the sale of non-taxable food and drugs.\textsuperscript{138} The bill passed the Democratic California legislature but then-Governor Grey Davis vetoed it as “anti-competitive and anti-consumer” after being lobbied by powerful Wal-Mart suppliers.\textsuperscript{139}

Defeated at the state, the UFCW took its opposition to Wal-Mart to the local government level, where it attempted to build support for policies barring Supercenter development. This local strategy was part of a broader national campaign by the UFCW and allied unions like the SEIU to protect union jobs and reform Wal-Mart’s labor practices by redesigning municipal zoning laws to either preclude Supercenter development or condition it on enhanced labor stan-

\textsuperscript{135} Cleeland & Goldman, \textit{supra} note \__ \ Grocery Unions Battle to Stop Invasion (SC: please see note at 126); see also Lefcoe, \textit{supra} note 71, at 835 (stating that wages and benefits at Wal-Mart “average about 20-40\% less than those of union grocery workers”).

\textsuperscript{136} Cleeland & Goldman, \textit{supra} note \__ \ Grocery Unions Battle n.139 (SC: please see note at 126); see also UFCW, The Wal-Mart Threat, at http://www.ufcw.org/take_action/walmart_workers_campaign_info/index.cfm.

\textsuperscript{137} See Cleeland & Goldman, \textit{supra} note \__ \ Grocery Unions Battle n. 139 (SC: please indicate whether this is new source); Vicky Lovell et al., Institute for Women’s Policy Research, The Benefits of Unionization for Workers in the Retail Food Industry 2 (2002), at http://www.iwpr.org/pdf/c352.pdf.


\textsuperscript{139} See Carl Ingram, \textit{Davis Vetoes Ban on Grocery Sales at ‘Big Box’ Stores}, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 23, 1999, at 3; Cleeland & Goldman, \textit{supra} note \__ \ Grocery Unions Battle n. 139 (SC: see 126).
In Los Angeles, the UFCW Local 770’s initial strategy focused on enacting a city-wide big-box ban—an effort which brought together organizational and legal partners that would play key roles in the subsequent Inglewood campaign. LAANE, in particular, was the central community partner of the UFCW—cementing an alliance forged through prior city-wide labor campaigns. John Grant, in-house counsel for UFCW Local 770 and coordinator of the union’s Wal-Mart campaign, had previously been on the steering committee of the Los Angeles Living Wage Campaign, where he met Madeline Janis, the founding director of LAANE. In that campaign, Grant coordinated Local 770’s efforts with LAANE to negotiate the ordinance with City Council members and the City Attorney. Subsequently, the UFCW and LAANE collaborated on efforts to secure CBAs in Los Angeles, which the UFCW supported as a way to promote the inclusion of unionized groceries in publicly subsidized retail developments.

The Los Angeles Living Wage Campaign was also the foundation for the relationship between LAANE and the UFCW’s Berkeley-based lawyer, Margo Feinberg, who had spent nearly two decades at the Los Angeles labor-side law firm, Schwartz Steinsapir Dohrman & Sommers, which represented the UFCW, as well as other public and private sector unions. Feinberg was instrumental in drafting the Living Wage Ordinance in Los Angeles and other California cities,
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140 See Lefcoe, supra note 71, at 836.
141 Telephone Interview with John Grant, In-House Counsel, UFCW Local 770, in [L.A., Cal.?] Grant was in LA during the interview (March 16, 2007). (SC: please note blue book rule 17.1.4 requires location for telephone interviews)
142 See Zabin & Martin, supra note 125, at 9.
143 Telephone Interview with John Grant, supra note 141.
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145 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, Schwartz Steinsapir Dohrman & Sommers, in [L.A., Cal.?] (March 13, 2007). (SC: see Blue Book 17.1.4) I was in LA, she was in Berkeley.
and developed an expertise in crafting local ordinances to promote labor standards.\textsuperscript{146} Feinberg represented the UFCW and LAANE in their initial efforts to draft a big-box ban in Los Angeles, which was championed in the late 1990s by the legendary progressive City Council woman, Jackie Goldberg, who represented Hollywood and other neighborhoods in central and northeast Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{147} However, the concept of a complete ban was stalled by the opposition of then-Mayor Richard Riordan, a pro-business Republican; skepticism from Assistant City Attorney Cecilia Estolano, who voiced concerns about the legality of a ban that used land use laws to restrict economic competition;\textsuperscript{148} and the resistance of key members of City Council and the City Planning Commission, who were able to weaken the ban in committee by turning it into a set of aesthetic guidelines.\textsuperscript{149}

The UFCW and LAANE took advantage of the election of Democrat James Hahn as Mayor and a new crop of pro-labor Council members\textsuperscript{150} to reintroduce a Los Angeles big-box ban in 2002,\textsuperscript{151} this time collaborating with Council members Eric Garcetti—who had replaced the term-limited Goldberg—and Ed Reyes—chair of the powerful Planning and Land Use Manage-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{146} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{147} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{148} Id.; see also Lefcoe, supra note 71, at 860 (stating that courts disfavor land use controls designed to protect local merchants from competition, citing Kenneth H. Young, 1 ANDERSON’S AMERICAN LAW OF ZONING § 7.28, at 805 (4th ed. 1996).
\item \textsuperscript{149} Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 36.
\item \textsuperscript{150} This group included Antonio Villaraigosa, the former union organizer who in 2004 became mayor, and Martin Ludlow, who served for a brief stint as head of the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, before he was forced to resign after admitting to fundraising improprieties in his City Council campaign. See Patrick McGreevy & Steve Hymon, Ludlow Resigns Labor Post, Says He Will Aid Prosecutors, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 22, 2006, at B1; see also Andy Fixmer, Proposed Ban Could Thwart Wal-Mart Plan, L.A. BUS. J., Jan. 5, 2004, at (page) (listing Council members supporting a ban).
\item \textsuperscript{151} The ban applied to big-box stores over 150,000 square feet that devoted more than 10% of their floor area to non-taxable items. See Jessica Garrison & Sara Lin, Wal-Mart vs. Inglewood a Warm-Up for L.A. Fight, L. A. TIMES, April 2, 2004 at 7; Abigail Goldman, Wal-Mart Still Raises Concern in Inglewood, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 10, 2006, at C1.
\end{itemize}
ment Committee—to advance the bill. However, Wal-Mart lobbied hard against the all-out ban, as did the more union-friendly membership discounter Costco, which chafed against the idea of being lumped in with Wal-Mart given Costco’s record of providing higher wages and benefits than its main rival, the membership-based Wal-Mart Sam’s Club. In addition, the City Attorney’s office continued to express reservations about a ban’s legal validity.

In 2003, Los Angeles City Council members Garcetti and Reyes brokered a compromised that backed away from a complete ban and proposed instead only to bar big-box stores slated for designated economically blighted zones, where the city already exercised significant power to regulate private development for public purposes. The new proposal banned big-box stores from being built with one mile of city defined “Economic Assistance Areas” and carved out an exception for membership clubs selling primarily bulk merchandise (i.e., Costco). It followed on the release of a city-commissioned report from consulting firm Rodino Associates, which found that the entrance of Wal-Mart Supercenters into Los Angeles would have a negative impact on small businesses, increase demands on public services, and drive down grocery sector wages.

152 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, Schwartz Steinsapir Dohrman & Sommers, supra note 145.
154 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, supra note 145.
156 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, supra note 145.
158 Rodino Associates, Final Report on Research for Big Box Retail/Superstore Ordinance (October 28, 2003); see also Nancy Cleeland, City Report Is Critical of Wal-Mart Supercenters, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 6, 2003, at C1 (“A report commissioned by two Los Angeles city councilmen warns that Wal-Mart Stores Inc.’s Supercenters could harm the local economy and recommends that the company be required to raise its pay and benefits if it wants to operate in the city.”); Jessica Garrison, Battles Over Mega-Stores May Shift to New Studies; Law Requiring Economic Impact Reports Could Set the Stage for Skirmishes Across Los Angeles, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2004, at B1 (“In December, city officials released a $30,000 study, prepared by the consulting firm Rodino Associates, that said Supercenters—
City Attorney’s office signed off on this more limited ban,159 and at the end of 2003 the City Council’s Economic Development Committee voted to direct the City Attorney to draft an ordinance for its review160—a task undertaken in conjunction with UFCW attorney Margo Feinberg (who had just helped to draft the recently passed Supercenter ban in Alameda County161) working with the union and LAANE.162 It was widely anticipated that the City Council would vote on the ordinance in early 2004.163

However, the timing proved to be unfavorable and the city tabled the geographically limited ban. This was partly due to the newly erupted fissure between the UFCW and major groceries—which had been allies in lobbying for the big-box ban164—produced by the deepening Southern California grocery strike. In what observers noted as an ironic twist,165 at very moment that the UFCW was working on a ban to ensure that the threat Wal-Mart posed to unionized groceries never materialized, the major grocery chains (Albertsons, Kroger, and Safeway) invoked the specter of Wal-Mart’s “invasion” to call for health care cuts during contract negotiations with the union.166 The proposed cuts, covering seventy thousand workers at over 850 Southern and Central California stores, included a cap on employer health care contributions for existing workers and

which can run to 200,000 square feet—could harm the local economy, push down wages, strain public services and hurt smaller businesses.

162 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, supra note 145.
164 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, supra note 145.
165 Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 35.
reduced health care benefits for new workers, effectively creating a two-tiered benefits system.\textsuperscript{167} The UFCW’s response to the proposal was to call a strike of Safeway stores in October, prompting Albertsons and Kroger, which were bargaining jointly with Safeway, to lock out their union employees in turn\textsuperscript{168}—thereby precipitating the biggest supermarket strike in Southern California history.\textsuperscript{169} Though the UFCW put together a large war chest and mounted a vigorous boycott that lasted over five months and cost the grocery chains $1.5 billion in sales,\textsuperscript{170} the settlement of the strike in March 2004 was viewed as a stinging defeat for the UFCW, which ultimately agreed to a two-tier labor system under which new hires would receive lower pension and health benefits, and wages.\textsuperscript{171} While the four-and-a-half month strike temporarily interrupted labor’s pursuit of a big-box ordinance in Los Angeles, its unfavorable resolution lent a heightened sense of urgency to the already heated campaign against the proposed Supercenter in Inglewood.

\textbf{B. Inglewood: The Reluctant Test Case}

What became a high-profile fight between labor and Wal-Mart began as a quiet land deal done well before the grocery strike commenced. In 2002, as part of its plan to bring Supercenters

\begin{footnotes}
\item[167] See Cleeland & Goldman, \textit{supra} note \_\_\_ Grocery Unions Battle n. 139 (see FN 126).
\item[168] See Peltz, \textit{supra} note 166.
\item[171] See Garrison & Lin, \textit{supra} note 151. Critics charged that the UFCW ran a botched campaign that failed to respond clearly to Wal-Mart’s media message (which suggested that the dispute was simply about workers contributing $5 per week to their own health care) and to nationalize the boycott to respond to the grocery chains’ ability to offset losses in California with profits from other states. See Andrew Pollack, \textit{Southern California Grocery}
\end{footnotes}
to Southern California, Wal-Mart (through its development proxy, Rothbart Development Corporation) purchased an option to buy the largest undeveloped plot of land in Inglewood: a sixty-acre parcel next to Hollywood Park. The Inglewood site offered Wal-Mart a number of advantages. Inglewood’s status as a separately incorporated city within Los Angeles meant that Wal-Mart could enter the metropolitan market while effectively circumventing the need to gain development approval from Los Angeles’s labor-friendly local government. In addition, the fact that Inglewood possessed an already assembled sixty acre site was a crucial advantage given that the absence of sufficiently large parcels had been a significant impediment to Wal-Mart’s urban development plans. Moreover, the identity of Inglewood as an African American working class city was an important feature, which played into Wal-Mart’s broader strategy of exploiting tensions between black leaders and organized labor—with its disreputable history of racial discrimination—in order to swing community members in favor of proposed stores. Wal-Mart had already deployed this strategy in Los Angeles, cultivating relationships with local African American leaders in its successful effort to open a traditional Wal-Mart store, without a grocery, in the black community of Baldwin Hills in 2003.
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173 Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 32.


175 See Garrison & Lin, supra note 151. In its Baldwin Hills campaign, Wal-Mart made contributions to local school and youth programs, donated $10,000 for baseball field lights to a local park, and gave $3000 to the Urban League, after which its director, John Mack, issued a statement in support of Wal-Mart’s “economic benefits.”
Inglewood was not the first Supercenter skirmish in California. In Palmdale, a mid-sized city seventy miles north of downtown Los Angeles, voters approved a measure in 2000 over UFCW opposition to rezone property for a proposed Wal-Mart Supercenter, which later opened as the first Supercenter in Los Angeles County. In 2002, Wal-Mart overturned a city ordinance banning big-box retail development in Calexico, a small border town east of San Diego, though at the time Wal-Mart (which already had a conventional store in the city) had not yet officially announced plans to roll out a Supercenter. Wal-Mart also gained approvals for Supercenters in California’s vast Inland Empire southeast of Los Angeles. As these developments highlighted, Wal-Mart’s early strategy targeted fast-growing outer-lying suburban cities, where retail density was low. This strategy also took advantage of organized labor’s relative weakness outside of metropolitan hubs. Although in 2002 the UFCW raised union dues to create a $3 million war chest to fight Wal-Mart, the union was nonetheless forced to select its battles care-
fully given the magnitude of Wal-Mart’s resources and the vast number of cities it could target. As a result, the UFCW generally opted to forgo challenges to small-market suburban Supercenters, saving resources instead for fights in major urban cities with large numbers of unionized workers and politically powerful labor boards.

It was against this backdrop that Inglewood emerged as a pivotal battle in the UFCW’s Wal-Mart campaign—a test of organized labor’s ability to block Wal-Mart’s entrance into the crucial Los Angeles market. Inglewood also represented one of the first coordinated efforts by a community-labor coalition to thwart an already proposed Wal-Mart Supercenter through the process of local development approval, thus offering a proving ground for the effectiveness of the “site fight” technique.

Yet the Inglewood campaign began modestly, with the UFCW driving early strategy and LAANE, at that point still a relatively small organization, reluctant to invest major resources. Wal-Mart’s plan to develop the Inglewood site became known in March 2002, when LAANE researcher Tracy Gray-Barkan, who was monitoring publicly sponsored development projects in Los Angeles in order to target sites for potential Community Benefits Agreements, learned about the land deal through local government contacts. Once Wal-Mart’s intentions were clear, the UFCW and LAANE worked to head off Wal-Mart’s development bid, organizing a coalition of community leaders and representatives from the Faithful Central Bible Church that met regularly
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for several months with Inglewood City Council member Judy Dunlap to devise a strategy.\footnote{185} The UFCW also met with Inglewood’s Mayor Roosevelt Dorn (who under city law also cast one of five votes on the City Council) and City Council member Lorraine Johnson, who had been recently appointed to fill a vacant council seat.\footnote{186} Both indicated their opposition to Wal-Mart.\footnote{187}

While a number of options were discussed, including the possibility of pressing for a Community Benefits Agreement, the coalition ultimately agreed on pushing for an ordinance banning big-box development in Inglewood.\footnote{188} The UFCW’s John Grant coordinated community testimony in favor of a ban in front of Inglewood’s City Council, while Margo Feinberg helped to draft the ordinance,\footnote{189} which in its final form barred retail stores larger than 155,000 square feet that sold more than 20,000 non-taxable items, such as food.\footnote{190} In October of 2002, the Inglewood City Council—on a 4-1 vote (with Dunlap, the UFCW ally, opposing on procedural grounds)—passed the ordinance as an emergency measure.\footnote{191} Wal-Mart immediately condemned the ordinance and moved to initiate a city-wide referendum to repeal it, collecting the required signatures to place the repeal measure on the ballot.\footnote{192} In addition, Wal-Mart threatened to sue the city for procedural irregularities associated with the enactment of the ordinance since it
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\footnote{187} Telephone Interview with John Grant, supra note 141.
\footnote{188} Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 32.
\footnote{189} Telephone Interview with John Grant, supra note 141.
\footnote{190} Cleeland & Goldman, Wal-Mart Blocked, supra note 181
\footnote{192} Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 32.
was passed on an emergency basis without being drafted by the City Attorney. Facing an expensive lawsuit and potentially embarrassing referendum, the City Council reversed course and repealed the ordinance on its own accord in December. Mayor Dorn, Council Member Dunlap, and Council member Johnson supported the repeal.

In response to this loss, the UFCW sought to tip the balance of power on the City Council against Wal-Mart by backing Ralph Franklin to run against the incumbent Johnson in the 2003 Council elections. John Grant coordinated the UFCW’s get-out-the-vote drive for Franklin, who eventually won the seat in September after the final election was delayed by a series of legal challenges by Johnson. Franklin’s overwhelming victory, coupled with that of anti-Wal-Mart Council member Eloy Morales Jr., gave Wal-Mart foes the upper hand on City Council and placed Wal-Mart on notice that the Council was poised to revisit a big-box ban or, at a minimum, would be unlikely to provide city approvals for its project. LAANE, for its part, increased its organizing activity in Inglewood after the ordinance’s repeal, focusing on building support
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among unionized grocery workers, clergy, community activists, and small business leaders to counter Wal-Mart’s quest for development approval.199

Wal-Mart’s next move, however, came as a surprise. In August of 2003, Wal-Mart, through a front group called the Citizens Committee to Welcome Wal-Mart to Inglewood, began to collect signatures to place an initiative on the local ballot for voter approval of a large-scale commercial development on the Wal-Mart owned site (called “The Home Stretch at Hollywood Park”) that would include a Supercenter and a Sam’s Club.200 The seventy-one page initiative—known as Measure 04-A—sought to amend the city’s general land use plan and zoning ordinances to create a commercial zone for the project site (previously zoned for combined commercial/recreational and commercial/residential uses), while also adopting a specific plan spelling out in precise detail “the uses, development standards, criteria, design, signage and landscaping requirements, subdivision requirements, review procedures, exactions, mitigations and other requirements appropriate to the Home Stretch Specific Plan Zone.”201 If passed, the initiative would mandate the project’s exact physical site plan and leaseable space, its sewage and energy requirements, its transportation plan, its signage, and even its landscape design—all without having to go through the typical city land use approval and environmental review process.202 Further, Measure 04-A included provisions that would nullify any “Competing Initiative” passed with fewer votes than Measure
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04-A,203 and stated that once approved by a majority vote, it would take a two-thirds supermajor-
ity to repeal.204

This use of the initiative process to gain approval of a comprehensive development plan con-
stituted a new strategy for Wal-Mart, which had till that point generally focused its ballot cam-
paigns on mobilizing voters to strike down previously approved big-box bans or authorizing
limited zoning changes.205 By October 2003 Wal-Mart collected more than enough signatures to
qualify the initiative for the April 2004 ballot.206 What had begun as a typical skirmish over Su-
percenter land use approval had grown into a high-profile ballot fight over Wal-Mart’s novel at-
ttempt to gain comprehensive development approval through Measure 04-A.

C. The Coalition for a Better Inglewood: Organizing Against Measure 04-A

The Inglewood campaign moved forward on interrelated organizing and legal tracks. LAANE spearheaded the organizing effort to defeat Measure 04-A, expanding its role in Ingle-
wood dramatically in the fall of 2003 when the UFCW was forced to pull out of Inglewood to de-
vote its resources to full-time work on the grocery strike.207 LAANE, which had already
invested significantly in the Inglewood campaign, knew the election would be a difficult fight, given the public’s general support of Wal-Mart. However, based on its previous electoral experi-
ences, LAANE believed at least it was on the right side of the ballot in that a “no” vote on Meas-
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ure 04-A would be easier to get given voters’ penchant for preserving the status quo. LAANE’s major role in the campaign involved forming and supporting the Coalition for a Better Inglewood (CBI), comprised of Inglewood residents and government officials, local UFCW workers, and representatives from a number of organizations, including the progressive faith-based group Clergy and Laity United for Economic Justice (CLUE), the grassroots economic justice group Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), and LAANE itself. CBI was built on the organizational foundation laid by the UFCW and LAANE in its early advocacy effort on the Inglewood big-box ban, but was expanded to include new members and infused with new energy as it coalesced around the clear threat of the Wal-Mart initiative.

In Wal-Mart, CBI faced an opponent with a savvy, experienced public relations team that had cultivated key community supporters. In its campaign, Wal-Mart touted the job-creation and sales tax-generating potential of the proposed store—projecting $3 to $5 million in new sales tax revenue—and won endorsements from important local politicians like Mayor Dorn, who argued that Measure 04-A was good for Inglewood because it would create two thousand construction
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211 ACORN, or the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, is a national membership-based organizing group focused on building power for low- to moderate-income families. See Gary Delgado, ORGANIZING THE MOVEMENT: THE ROOTS AND GROWTH OF ACORN (1986).
and one thousand permanent jobs.\(^{214}\) As in Baldwin Hills, Wal-Mart’s public relations campaign targeted black leaders: the company gave $300,000 to the NAACP in 2001 and another $150,000 in 2003, which critics charged contributed to the civil rights organization’s “deafening” silence during the campaign.\(^{215}\) Moreover, Wal-Mart orchestrated a sophisticated political campaign in favor of Measure 04-A, spending $1 million on outreach and mobilization efforts to influence the roughly ten thousand Inglewood voters who would go to the polls.\(^{216}\)

To counteract Wal-Mart’s efforts, CBI pursued a two-prong strategy for winning the election that emphasized public relations and voter turnout. On the public relations side, CBI worked with Los Angeles-based Democratic political consulting firm SG&A to respond to Wal-Mart’s attempt to cultivate a pro-community image.\(^{217}\) Initially, CBI organizers worked to chip away at Wal-Mart’s positive reputation by circulating fact sheets to community members highlighting Wal-Mart’s record of labor abuse.\(^{218}\) This effort to negate Wal-Mart’s message of community benefits was adapted for different demographic groups.\(^{219}\) The campaign to highlight the costs Wal-Mart imposed on communities was reinforced by the late-2003 Rodino report, which found that
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the entrance of Wal-Mart Supercenters would injure low-income communities by shuddering existing businesses and driving down wages and benefits.220

However, as the election approached, CBI’s internal polling data revealed that the message about Wal-Mart’s community costs was not gaining sufficient traction and the initiative was still favored by two-thirds of voters.221 CBI’s limited funds constrained its ability to persuade. LAANE was able to spend just $20,000 on its grassroots campaign.222 The timing of the grocery strike resolution in February 2004 proved fortuitous from a financial perspective, raising the stakes of Inglewood for organized labor, which recognized that a loss there would further erode its already badly damaged credibility as a viable force for grocery worker unionism. The Los Angeles County Federation of Labor gave $125,000 to support the final phase of the campaign,223 and in conjunction with the UFCW and other unions provided crucial logistical and organizational resources.224

However, labor’s important infusion of funds was still limited and did nothing to change the faltering appeal of CBI’s arguments about Wal-Mart’s cost to the community. About one month before the election, CBI therefore concluded that it needed to change the content of its message to emphasize what polling indicated was the most powerful argument against Measure 04-A: that the initiative circumvented the standard legal process in a way that smacked of an illegitimate power
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In the final stretch of the campaign, CBI organized its media and community education efforts around that theme, using phone banks, community presentations, and press conferences to urge voters to reject Measure 04-A on the ground it allowed Wal-Mart to circumvent its legal obligations. CBI benefited from the sophisticated outreach efforts of experienced community partners in communicating its message: LA Metro, a grassroots organizing affiliate of the Industrial Areas Foundation, helped to convene a town hall meeting, while CLUE organized clergy to add moral weight and appeal to African American and Latino church goers. In addition, though CBI could not afford to pay for advertising, it was able to gain media attention through radio talk shows and well-placed opinion pieces in major newspapers like the Los Angeles Times. The “Vote No on Measure 04-A” message was also given greater media visibility by the appearance of well-known political figures, such as the Reverend Jesse Jackson and South Los Angeles Congresswoman Maxine Waters, and was communicated through a direct mail effort organized by the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor in conjunction with SG&A.

Finally, CBI and its union allies mounted a vigorous get out the vote campaign in the final weeks before the election that was coordinated by the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor and involved CBI member groups LAANE, ACORN, and LA Metro, as well as the UFCW,
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This effort included intensive door-to-door vote canvassing, precinct walking, and community meetings. Though under-resourced compared to Wal-Mart, CBI was thus able to marshal its limited funds and leverage its substantial community connections to orchestrate a highly visible and multi-faceted electoral campaign that effectively targeted Inglewood’s small pool of likely voters.

D. The Legal Strategy

CBI’s organizing strategy was coordinated with a legal campaign that was designed to give it an opportunity to defeat the Wal-Mart initiative in court, while also reinforcing grassroots efforts to beat Wal-Mart at the ballot box. CBI therefore viewed the legal campaign as part of a comprehensive effort to use all available tools to gain a “win”—in this case, measured by thwarting the Supercenter development. The use of legal tactics as part of a “comprehensive campaign” model was consistent with LAANE’s general approach, which combined organizing, policy advocacy, research, communications, fundraising, and legal advocacy to build progressive political power.

In Inglewood, the legal prong of the campaign—focused on derailing Measure 04-A in court—underscored the centrality of land use and election law in labor’s anti-Wal-Mart movement in California. The opportunity to challenge Wal-Mart at the local level stems from the ple-
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nary power of cities to control land use planning for the public welfare, which gives them broad discretion over the process of granting development entitlements and codifying general land use plans. Developers generally must go through a local planning commission to obtain key discretionary land use approvals, such as zoning variances and conditional use permits, which the City Council must then approve. The structure of the entitlements process permits well-organized opposition groups with strong political connections to delay or even deny key approvals based on legitimate land use concerns, such as limiting sprawl or preventing incompatible uses. Accordingly, politically influential labor groups—to the extent that they are unsuccessful organizing on the shop floor or securing local big-box bans—can lobby governmental officials to deny land use approvals for Wal-Mart Supercenters, which frequently need zoning changes or amendments to a city’s general land use plan to accommodate their massive sites.

Another key legal lever in the site fight process is embedded in the process of environmental clearance for development projects. In California, this process centers on the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), which requires that a public agency, such as a city’s planning commission, evaluate the environmental impact of projects before issuing discretionary development approvals or providing public subsidies. If the public agency determines that the project
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may have a significant environmental impact, an environmental impact report (EIR) must be prepared and circulated for public comment. The final approval of a project may be challenged in court on the grounds that it does not meet the substantive and procedural requirements of CEQA, forcing the agency to repeat the EIR process. Though it is not possible to defeat a project on the grounds of a defective EIR, it is possible to cause costly delays and build additional pressure on local officials to vote against a project if the negative environmental impacts appear to be substantial.

Finally, as the Inglewood example highlighted, the legal framework of the voter-sponsored initiative and referendum process is an important site of contestation over Wal-Mart. In California, voters have a constitutionally guaranteed right to place initiatives (proposing new laws) and referenda (accepting or rejecting previously enacted laws) on state and local ballots, and are specifically authorized to use the process to propose or change land use laws. Electoral battles between labor groups and Wal-Mart have generally involved three types of referenda: (1) Wal-Mart calls a referendum to gain voter approval of land use changes already passed by the city to permit Supercenter development (thereby cutting off union efforts to run anti-Wal-Mart candi-
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dates who could reverse the approval);\textsuperscript{246} (2) Wal-Mart calls a referendum to repeal big-box bans enacted by city legislatures;\textsuperscript{247} or (3) labor calls a referendum to reject city approvals of land use changes already passed to permit Supercenter development.\textsuperscript{248} While it is no doubt crucial for Wal-Mart opponents to understand the election law framework in each of these instances, because of legal protections favoring citizen access to the ballot, the key fight is over turning out voters rather than challenging the legal validity of the referendum process itself.

Inglewood Measure 04-A was critically different from these typical referenda cases because it was an initiative put on the ballot by Wal-Mart to gain affirmative and absolute land use approval of its Supercenter plans before the city had approved it. The UFCW and LAANE believed that this distinction made the initiative legally vulnerable and began to assemble a legal team to consider a lawsuit soon after Wal-Mart announced that it would gather signatures to place Measure 04-A on the ballot in the fall of 2003.

UFCW Local 770 and LAANE jointly retained Margo Feinberg to coordinate legal strategy.\textsuperscript{249} Feinberg, an expert in neither land use nor election law, contacted Jan Chatten-Brown, an environmental lawyer who she had known many years through their work on progressive causes.\textsuperscript{250} Chatten-Brown was also not an election law expert (and had never challenged an initiative before), but her environmental law and land use background was deemed critical to chal-
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challenging an initiative that purported to circumvent conventional environmental and land use processes. Her firm, Chatten-Brown & Associates, was a small public interest law office in Westwood that she had built around representing citizen groups and environmental organizations. The firm had developed a reputation as a sophisticated environmental boutique with a commitment to liberal public interest causes that, in addition to its fee-generating work for established environmental groups, also undertook reduced-fee and pro bono representation for client groups with insufficient resources. Chatten-Brown and her associate, fellow UCLA Law School alumnus Doug Carstens, formally represented both LAANE and CBI, although client communications were generally with LAANE representatives Tracy Gray-Barkan and Lizette Hernandez, and LAANE paid for the legal work on a reduced-fee basis.

After preliminary discussions with the city over whether Measure 04-A was eligible for the ballot based on procedural concerns about the city’s election report, Chatten-Brown’s firm focused on analyzing the legality of the initiative from a constitutional and statutory perspective. Meanwhile, the UFCW and LAANE assembled a larger team of lawyers to consult on the case. Feinberg was heavily involved in coordinating the team, which included practicing and academic lawyers who were identified for their capacity to contribute relevant expertise and bring legiti-
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255 Id.
macy to the cause.\textsuperscript{256} One member of this team was David Pettit, a partner at Caldwell Leslie, a small commercial litigation firm in Santa Monica. Also a UCLA Law School alumnus, Petitt started out as a legal aid lawyer;\textsuperscript{257} and had worked for over a decade at Caldwell Leslie as a land use specialist.\textsuperscript{258} Petitt had met LAANE director Madeline Janis during LAANE’s living wage campaign in Santa Monica and became involved with LAANE in its work on Community Benefits Agreements.\textsuperscript{259} Pettit joined the Inglewood team as pro bono counsel to LAANE, motivated by a commitment to workers’ rights and a concern about the negative impact of Wal-Mart on low-income communities.\textsuperscript{260} Janis, another UCLA Law School graduate who had done slum housing litigation and worked at commercial powerhouse Latham & Watkins before founding LAANE, was also on the team, where she was joined by famed constitutional law scholar and then-USC law professor Erwin Chemerinsky, and Sean Hecht, recently hired as the Executive Director of UCLA’s Environmental Law Center after several years in the environmental division at the California Attorney General’s office. One purpose of the legal team, which conferred regularly via conference calls, was to provide additional support for Chatten-Brown by discussing the strength of possible legal challenges and providing feedback on draft arguments.\textsuperscript{261}
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A key question raised at the outset was whether to file a pre-election challenge to block the initiative or to wait until after the election to sue in the event that Measure 04-A passed.262 Though Chatten-Brown was confident about the potential for winning a post-election challenge, she and other members on the legal team were less sanguine about the prospects of prevailing on pre-election review,263 given the strong judicial bias against preempting the electoral process absent a clear showing of an initiative’s invalidity.264

Nonetheless, the legal team ultimately agreed to pursue a pre-election challenge for two reasons. First, the lawyers and LAANE agreed that they should take advantage of the outside chance to succeed on the merits to shut the initiative down.265 In fact, LAANE was concerned about its ability to win the election outright and thus viewed litigation as perhaps its best chance of ultimately gaining victory in Inglewood.266 Second, LAANE believed that even if the lawsuit proved unsuccessful, it could serve beneficial purposes. An early filing would put Wal-Mart on notice that, even if it won election, it would face a strong legal challenge that would at the very least tie up the plan in court for some time.267 Moreover, LAANE viewed the lawsuit as a way of generating additional media visibility and grassroots momentum for its voter mobilization ef-
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Toward this end, Margo Feinberg was able to persuade California Attorney General Bill Lockyer to issue a letter raising legal concerns about the initiative just before the filing of the lawsuit. Thus, even if the lawsuit did not prevent the election from going forward, LAANE and the broader coalition believed that the publicity it created would amplify the its central argument: that Wal-Mart was attempting to place itself “above the law.”

Chatten-Brown’s firm filed the lawsuit on behalf of CBI and LAANE on December 17, 2003, in Los Angeles Superior Court. The lawsuit was styled as a writ of mandate that sought to either prevent the City from submitting the initiative to the electorate or require the County Clerk to remove it from the ballot. The petition’s complaint centered on the fact that the initiative allowed Wal-Mart to circumvent typical land use approvals and avoid CEQA review. It contained six causes of actions, four of which alleged constitutional violations. The first constitutional claim was that the initiative, by stating that “Competing Initiatives” could only be amended by a two-thirds electoral vote, contravened the California Constitution, which requires a simple majority vote for all initiatives and referenda. The second argued that by mandating land use changes to the City of Inglewood—which typically require administrative approvals from the city—the initiative violated a provision of the California Constitution limiting the use of initiatives to legis-

272 Id. at 5-6.
ative matters. The two other constitutional causes of action faulted the initiative for granting Wal-Mart, as a private corporation, specific development rights and for mandating land use changes (such as the closure of specific streets and the elimination of easements) in conflict with state law requirements for land use modifications. The petition also included a claim regarding technical violations of the state law governing subdivisions and alleged that the City Clerk had not properly validated the signatures collected in favor of Measure 04-A.

The court’s decision came in late February 2004. In a brief four-page ruling, the court expressed “doubts as to the validity of some provisions of the Initiative,” but nonetheless held that the petitioners’ had not made a “clear/compelling showing of invalidity” that would warrant interfering with “the people’s constitutional right of initiative.” The court’s resolution of the petition, though legally disappointing, did not come as a surprise to the legal team or LAANE, which generally credited the lawsuit with providing an important stimul us to the grassroots campaign, attracting widespread national media attention that helped with the final organizing push.

Once it was clear that Measure 04-A would appear on the ballot, the previously assembled legal team focused on preparing for a post-election lawsuit to invalidate Measure 04-A if it passed. Specifically, the lawyers worked to prepare the full briefing for both a temporary restrain-

---

273 Id. at 7. At oral argument, Chatten-Brown also contended that the initiative would displace the redevelopment plan in Inglewood by giving land use powers covered by the plan to Wal-Mart. Ruling on Hearing on Petition for Writ of Mandate, Coalition for a Better Inglewood et al. v. City of Inglewood et al., Case No. BS087433, at 4.


275 Id. at 7, 10-11.

276 Tentative Decision, Coalition for a Better Inglewood v. City of Inglewood, No. BS087433 (Feb. 27, 2004).

277 See Gray-Barkan, supra note __, at 34 (SC: which source by this author? At note 3 or ??); see also V. Dion Haynes, Wal-Mart Tries End Run Around Balky City, CHICAGO TRIB., Jan. 12, 2004, at Zone CN8; Daniel B. Wood, Wal-Mart Rollout—or Rollback?, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, Dec. 24, 2003, at USA1.
ing order to immediately halt implementation of the land use changes called for by the initiative and for the substantive challenge on the merits.\textsuperscript{278} Chatten-Brown’s firm again took the role of lead counsel in drafting the post-election filing, with David Pettit, Margo Feinberg, and Sean Hecht (to a lesser extent) involved in strategy discussions and substantive reviews of the pleadings.\textsuperscript{279} In addition, Feinberg coordinated an effort to put together lawyers who would file a range of amicus briefs with the court on behalf of organizations opposing the initiative from different legal perspectives. Some of the team members were slated to file amicus briefs: Chemerinsky was to help file a constitutional law brief, while Hecht and Pettit were to help coordinate a land use brief.\textsuperscript{280} Feinberg was also in discussion with lawyers associated with the Natural Resources Defense Council, labor unions, and historical preservation groups to draft additional briefs.\textsuperscript{281} Feinberg was responsible for identifying the lawyers to draft the briefs and putting together the organizations that would sign on as amici.\textsuperscript{282} In the weeks leading up to the election, the legal team therefore spent a great deal of energy planning for litigation that its members did not know for sure would ultimately be necessary.\textsuperscript{283} Yet the lawyers and organizers did not want to leave anything to chance. And on the eve of the election, with LAANE deeply pessimistic

\textsuperscript{278} Telephone Interview with David Pettit, \textit{supra} note 258.

\textsuperscript{279} Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, \textit{supra} note 145; Interview with Sean Hecht, \textit{supra} note 261; Telephone Interview with David Pettit, \textit{supra} note 258.

\textsuperscript{280} Interview with Sean Hecht, \textit{supra} note 261; Telephone Interview with David Pettit, \textit{supra} note 258.

\textsuperscript{281} Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, \textit{supra} note 145.

\textsuperscript{282} \textit{Id.} Feinberg also spent time before the election coordinating public statements and appearances by other elected officials, like State Assemblyman Jerome Horton. \textit{Id.} Horton campaigned vigorously against Measure 04-A, vowing to sponsor a law “requiring developers to comply with local building and safety codes” in the event the initiative passed. Lin, \textit{Wal-Mart and its Foes}, \textit{supra} note 213.

\textsuperscript{283} Telephone Interview with Sean Hecht, \textit{supra} note 261.
about the outcome of the vote,\textsuperscript{284} the pieces of an immediate post-election legal challenge were in place.\textsuperscript{285}

In the end, a post-election lawsuit was rendered moot by the Inglewood voters, who sent Measure 04-A to defeat by a decisive margin (7,049 voting against and 4,575 voting in favor) in the April 6, 2004 special election for the initiative.\textsuperscript{286} This outcome represented a resounding victory for community-labor action, garnering the anti-Wal-Mart movement national and international media attention.\textsuperscript{287} It was Wal-Mart’s first ballot-box defeat and constituted an embarrassing setback in the company’s Southern California expansion plans,\textsuperscript{288} particularly in light of the fact that Wal-Mart had spent over $1 million to secure the initiative’s passage.\textsuperscript{289} While CBI’s victory did not alter Wal-Mart’s interest in the sixty-acre parcel of land in Inglewood or its strong desire to develop it into a Supercenter, the defeat of Measure 04-A certainly complicated Wal-Mart’s long-term development plan: with the Inglewood City Council now lining up against

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{284} Presentation by Gray-Barkan, \textit{supra} note 184.
\textsuperscript{285} Telephone Interview with David Pettit, \textit{supra} note 258.
\textsuperscript{289} See Broder, \textit{supra} note 227.
\end{footnotesize}
a Supercenter development, it would require a pro-Wal-Mart change in personnel on the Council for the possibility of city approval to re-emerge.

E. From Ballot-Box Victory to Local Policy Reform

The Inglewood victory also had repercussions for the ongoing effort to legally restrict Wal-Mart’s ability to enter the Los Angeles city limits, re-igniting stalled legislative efforts to mitigate the negative impacts of big-box development. After Inglewood, the UFCW and LAANE went back to Los Angeles City Council member Eric Garcetti, who had championed the Los Angeles big-box ban, about reintroducing legislation. At this point, however, the idea for the ordinance had shifted from a complete ban toward a softer approach in which retailers would be required to conduct a cost-benefit analysis on a case-by-case basis to show that a proposed big-box store would not have adverse economic impacts on the community.

The UFCW and LAANE backed off the use of cost-benefit analysis because it responded to competing political and legal concerns. Wal-Mart opponents had begun to focus on the economic costs of Wal-Mart as a way to counteract the purported economic benefits of low prices and to gain political traction for legislative efforts to force Wal-Mart to raise wages and health benefits. Thus, a number of labor-sponsored studies were beginning to come out detailing how Wal-Mart’s low-wage, low-benefit policies produced “hidden” public costs, measured in terms of the fiscal demands Wal-Mart workers made on taxpayer-financed safety net programs. The 2003

291 See Lefcoe, supra note 71, at 846-47.
Rodino study, though publicly commissioned, arrived at similar conclusions, finding that the benefits of increased jobs and tax revenue provided by Supercenters would be outweighed by the costs to workers, the broader business community, and taxpayers.293 In addition, labor groups had also started to document the use of public subsidies to finance Wal-Mart’s growth.294 As these efforts underscored, organized labor saw a political payoff in using the rigor of economic analysis to justify Wal-Mart regulation.

From a legal standpoint, there was still lingering concern that a court might view any type of big-box ban as an impermissible use of zoning laws to interfere with private business for economic reasons (like protecting labor standards in the grocery industry) unrelated to typical land use concerns (such as preventing blight or reducing traffic).295 Moreover, even if the city made sure to base a ban on legitimate land use grounds, there was the very real possibility that Wal-Mart would nonetheless sue, tying up the ordinance in costly litigation, or challenge the ordinance through a referendum. Indeed, Wal-Mart had sued Alameda County and the City of Turlock over

---

293 The Rodino study elicited a response from Wal-Mart, which paid the Los Angeles County Economic Development Corporation $65,000 to produce a report finding that Superstores would increase the overall number of jobs in Los Angeles. Amanda Bronstad, *Wal-Mart Study Has LAEDC Defending Consulting Practice*, L.A. BUSINESS J., Feb. 2, 2004, at (page).


295 *See* Lefcoe, *supra* note 71, at 859-66. There were also questions about whether a big-box ban was subject to environmental review under CEQA.
their big-box bans, and Wal-Mart had already won ballot-box challenges in Contra Costa and Calexico, indicating that communities might prefer a less intrusive alternative to an absolute ban.

LAANE, for its part, broke ranks with organized labor to staunchly oppose a ban in Los Angeles, which it argued invited risky litigation and ballot fights. As an alternative, LAANE began to advocate for an ordinance requiring retailers to submit an “economic impact analysis” demonstrating the absence of adverse economic impacts prior to big-box approval. This idea was roughly modeled on the process for environmental review that had proved to be a potent vehicle for pressing community demands. It also mirrored the community impact report that LAANE had promoted to the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency as part of its accountable development work, but which had been reformulated into a “community context” report to placate developers. While infeasible as a general development requirement, the impact report idea gained traction in connection with discussions about big-box regulation, and after the Inglewood fight came to represent a way out of the political and legal impasse created by an absolute big-box ban. Accordingly, the UFCW signed onto the idea of pursuing an economic impact

---


298 Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 37.

299 Id. at 38.

300 Gray-Barkan, supra note 3, at 38 (“[I]n March, . . . state Senator Richard Alarcon introduced a law (later vetoed by Governor Schwarzenegger) that required local officials to prepare a ‘business impact report’ (BIR) prior to the approval of big box stores over ‘100,000 square feet of gross buildable area’ and ‘more than 10,000 square feet of floor space to be used for selling non-taxable merchandise.’ ”).
analysis and a revised ordinance was introduced to the City Planning Commission in May 2004.\textsuperscript{301}

UFCW lawyer Margo Feinberg took the lead in coordinating with the City Attorney’s office on drafting the new ordinance,\textsuperscript{302} which also received key input from UFCW Local 770’s John Grant, and LAANE’s Madeline Janis and Roxana Tynan (who was LAANE’s Accountable Development Project Director). Given that the group had developed central definitions and concepts in earlier drafts, the major effort involved incorporating a framework for evaluating the economic impact of big-box stores.\textsuperscript{303} In addition to drafting responsibilities, Feinberg testified and prepared other community members to testify at a City Council hearing in order to build a strong public record for the ordinance. She also was involved in briefing the Council on the goals of the ordinance and coordinating with Council member Garcetti’s staff on executing changes.\textsuperscript{304} LAANE staff and UFCW counsel John Grant managed the process of educating Council members and coordinating community input. Grant also mobilized new constituencies in support of the ordinance such as affordable housing groups, like the Southern California Association of Nonprofit Housing, and legal aid lawyers. Despite expressing early hostility,\textsuperscript{305} Wal-Mart eventually signaled its support once it became clear that the ordinance had the overwhelming support of the

\textsuperscript{302} Telephone Interview with Feinberg, supra note 145 (noting that the ordinance formally came from the City Attorney’s office, though the UFCW and LAANE had input into its content).
\textsuperscript{303} There was also a question, raised by representatives from the Westfield mall, about the extent to which the ordinance would cover retail malls. This issue was disposed of by carving out malls from the Supercenter definition. Telephone Interview with Feinberg, supra note 145.
\textsuperscript{304} Telephone Interview with Feinberg, supra note 145.
City Council. After a roughly three months of negotiations and revisions, Los Angeles passed the nation’s first “Superstores Ordinance” requiring an economic impact analysis in August 2004.

The ordinance applies to any “Superstore”—defined as “a Major Development Project that sells from the premises goods and merchandise, primarily for personal or household use, and whose total Sales Floor Area exceeds 100,000 square feet and which devote more than 10% of sales floor area to the sale of Non-Taxable Merchandise”—that is slated to be located in Economic Assistance Areas. These Areas include federal and state enterprise zones and city redevelopment project areas covering much of Los Angeles’s low-income communities. The law makes the development of a Superstore in such an Area contingent on the receipt of a conditional use permit (CUP), which is a land use approval given by the city on a case-by-case basis to potentially objectionable uses. In order to receive a CUP, a Superstore developer must submit an “economic impact analysis” to the city’s Community Development Department (or Community Redevelopment Agency if the project is within a redevelopment zone) specifying whether the store would “have an adverse impact or economic benefit on grocery or retail shopping centers,”

---

306 See Greene, supra note 153.
308 L.A., CAL., MUN. CODE § 12.24(U)(14)(a) (2004). The “Superstore” designation is meant to indicate that the ordinance applies to all big-box stores that meet the statutory definition, not just Wal-Mart Supercenters.
311 See Lefcoe, supra note 71, at 845.
“result in the physical displacement of any businesses,” “require the demolition of housing,” destroy park space, displace jobs, impact city revenue, and create other “materially adverse or positive economic impacts or blight.”312 The analysis must also specify whether there are measures available to “mitigate any materially adverse economic impacts.”313 On the basis of this report and any information submitted in response, the Community Development Department must make a recommendation to the City Planning Commission as to whether the proposed store would result in a “materially adverse economic impact” and, if so, whether there are any mitigation measures available.314 In order to give final approval to the project, the City Planning Commission then must conclude that that no irremediable adverse impacts exist—a determination that is appealable to the full Los Angeles City Council.315

The ordinance aims to set a high bar for Superstore admission into Los Angeles by requiring the city to create a public record, based on empirical evidence, that the economic benefits of a store will in fact outweigh the costs. In practice, it has generated a cottage industry of consultants who produce reports on both sides of the Wal-Mart divide, touting the benefits or condemning the costs depending on the perspective of the commissioning group.316 The ordinance therefore does not eliminate politics from the siting decision, but rather channels it into an impact analysis process that places labor activists on a stronger footing than if they were left solely with the pre-existing land use entitlement and environmental review standards. In particular, the economic im-

316 Presentation by David Pettit, supra note 258.
Impact analysis requirement provides a politically legitimate way for City Council members to oppose Wal-Mart because of concerns about its labor practices and negative community effects. Moreover, the structure of the ordinance, which only compels the production of information about valid land use impacts of Superstores, is designed to be less vulnerable to legal attack than a flat ban on big-box stores.

Of course, passage of Los Angeles Superstores Ordinance did not affect the status of developments in Inglewood, which remained an active big-box site after the 2004 ballot initiative. In fact, in early 2005, Wal-Mart formally purchased the sixty-acre site it had previously held on option, and it was widely expected that the company would renew its Supercenter proposal that year. In response, community leaders, including Inglewood Assemblyman Jerome Horton and Council member Ralph Franklin, initially urged Wal-Mart to accept a Community Benefits Agreement in exchange for permission to build—a proposal that Wal-Mart rebuffed. Subsequently, the UFCW and LAANE went back to Inglewood with a conscious strategy of adapting the Los Angeles Ordinance to Inglewood in order to provide an additional layer of protection from big-box development. Inglewood City Council member Franklin sponsored the Inglewood ordinance, but while he had the support of the Inglewood City Council, the Mayor and City Attorney opposed the effort. As a result, Franklin circumvented the City Attorney, instead directing the city’s planning division to send to the full Council a proposal that tracked the Los Angeles

Ordinance. Feinberg, on behalf of the UFCW and LAANE, helped to draft the Inglewood ordinance, which when it passed in July 2006, mirrored its Los Angeles counterpart by requiring big-box developers to pay for an economic impact analysis before building permits could be approved.

F. The Inglewood Effect: Echoes of Wal-Mart Activism

The adoption of Superstores Ordinances in Los Angeles and Inglewood capped nearly five years of lobbying, organizing, and legal advocacy by the UFCW and LAANE, and constituted legal codification of their campaign to thwart Wal-Mart’s entry into metropolitan Los Angeles. When measured against the benchmark of stopping Wal-Mart from penetrating the Los Angeles market, the campaign was by all accounts a resounding success. Wal-Mart has yet to open a Supercenter in Los Angeles or Inglewood, and the cities’ ordinances hold the unique distinction of having avoided legal challenge from the retailer.

The aftermath of the Inglewood fight, however, has underscored the elusiveness of Wal-Mart and the complexities of coordinating a labor movement on a city-by-city basis. Wal-Mart, for its part, appears to have taken two lessons from its experiences in Inglewood and Los Angeles. As a

320 Telephone Interview with Margo Feinberg, supra note 145.


322 See Josh Grossberg, Inglewood Law Scrutinizes Superstores: A New Ordinance Makes It Even More Difficult for Potential Big Boxes to Build by Requiring Them to Pay for an Economic Impact Analysis, DAILY BREEZE, July 13, 2006, at A3. There were two differences of note in the Inglewood ordinance. First, it dealt with the possibility that Wal-Mart might attempt to circumvent the ordinance’s minimum square footage requirement by placing two smaller stores side-by-side, prohibiting stores from being within 300 feet of one another. See (author?), When One is Too Much, build Two, L.A. TIMES, March 14, 2005, at C3; Oakland, Cal., Code — Ordinance ch. 17.09.040 (SC: this appears to be a new source. Please provide full citation per blue book 12.8.2) (avoiding this problem by aggregating square footage of adjacent stores that share common management, check stands, warehouses, distribution). Second, it provided that the restrictions would apply retroactively in the event that Wal-Mart succeeded in gaining approval before the Ordinance formally passed. Presentation by Tracy Gray-Barkan, supra note 184.
policy matter, Wal-Mart has placed less emphasis on targeting Supercenter development in major cities where powerful labor boards have raised the costs of entry.\footnote{Dane Levine, \textit{Wal-Mart’s Big City Blues}, NATION, Nov. 24, 2003, at \textit{(page)}} Wal-Mart therefore has made no effort to come into Los Angeles through the economic impact analysis process set up by the Superstores Ordinance, and has refocused development away from other union strongholds like Chicago, whose City Council passed a living wage ordinance applicable to big-box stores (that was vetoed by the Mayor),\footnote{Michael Barbaro & Steven Greenhouse, \textit{Wal-Mart Chief Writes Off New York}, N.Y. TIMES, March 28, 2007, at C1.} and New York.\footnote{See Alan Clendenning, \textit{Wal-Mart Adds 140 Brazil Stores to Roster}, S.D. UNION-TRIB., Dec. 15, 2005, at \textit{(page)}; Evelyn Iritani, \textit{Unions Go Abroad in Fight with Wal-Mart}, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 24, 2005, at A1.} In turn, Wal-Mart has pursued a two-tiered strategy, focusing on the international market,\footnote{See Wal-Mart Watch, \textit{supra} note 205.} while continuing to vigorously press development plans in small domestic cities where it can use its superior resources to wear down local resistance.\footnote{Presentation by Gray-Barkan, \textit{supra} note 184.} In Inglewood, for instance, Wal-Mart has not conceded the Supercenter fight, currently supporting two pro-Wal-Mart City Council candidates in order to ultimately overturn the existing ordinance.\footnote{Nancy Cleeland & Debora Vrana, \textit{supra} note 10.}

As a tactical matter, Wal-Mart has avoided proposing any new initiatives preempting local planning, which backfired in Inglewood.\footnote{Dane Levine, \textit{Wal-Mart’s Big City Blues}, NATION, Nov. 24, 2003, at \textit{(page)}.} Instead, it has followed the approach it pursued successfully before Inglewood, focusing on working behind the scenes to secure city approval for
Supercenter developments, while referendizing or litigating city big-box bans. Its success in this regard has been mixed. Wal-Mart did achieve a significant post-Inglewood victory in Rosemead, a small city ten miles east of Los Angeles, where Wal-Mart successfully lobbied the City Council to approve a Supercenter project in 2004. The UFCW went in after City Council approval and without political support was forced to litigate its opposition to Wal-Mart. Though a community-labor coalition successfully challenged the sufficiency of Wal-Mart’s Environmental Impact Report in court, the city simply revised the EIR to address the impact of the store’s twenty-four-hour operations, and proceeded to confer ultimate environmental approval. Subsequently, the coalition drafted a referendum to repeal the city’s development agreement with Wal-Mart, which opponents believed contained zoning changes necessary for Wal-Mart to open. However, the coalition’s legal counsel was poorly advised, as the development agreement contained no such zoning changes; when the city simply rescinded the development agreement in the face of the coalition’s challenge, it had the perverse effect of permitting Wal-Mart to accelerate construction on the Supercenter, which opened in September 2006.
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330 Through 2005, Wal-Mart had generally been able to capitalize on consumer support for its discounted prices to win most of the local fights against Superstores, prompting CEO Lee Scott to boast at Wal-Mart’s 2005 Annual Shareholders Meeting that the company had won twenty-two out of twenty-seven California ballot contests. See Wal-Mart Watch, supra note 205, at 25. For a compilation of local big-box battles, see Adam Clanton & Kerry Duffy, California Responses to Supercenter Development: A Survey of Ordinances, Cases and Elections, Hastings College of Law Public Law Research Institute Report (Spring 2004).


However, Wal-Mart has had less success challenging anti-big-box ordinances. This has been due, in part, to the fact that some jurisdictions have followed the Los Angeles model and adopted ordinances that provide for economic impact analyses rather than impose bans—thus rendering them less susceptible to legal challenge or ballot referenda.\footnote{See Robert Greene, Thinking Outside the Big Box: L.A.’s New Law to Rein in Wal-Mart Isn’t Sweeping, But It May Be Smart, L.A. WEEKLY, Aug. 13-19, 2004, at (page).} For example, in March 2006 after Alameda County repealed its original ban in the face of a Wal-Mart lawsuit, it enacted the first-ever county-wide big-box ordinance requiring an economic impact analysis.\footnote{GRAY-BARKAN, WAL-MART AND BEYOND, supra note 7, at 18.} In addition, Wal-Mart suffered a major legal setback in its effort to litigate against big-box bans, when it lost a recent challenge to the big-box ban in Turlock, which the California Court of Appeals upheld as a constitutional exercise of the city’s police powers that did not require further environmental review under CEQA.\footnote{Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of Turlock, 138 Cal.App.4th 273 (2006).}

The Turlock case has buoyed Wal-Mart’s labor opponents, whose post-Inglewood approach has been the mirror image of Wal-Mart’s. While Wal-Mart has retreated from the biggest cities, labor has chosen those sites to expand restrictive big-box ordinances, taking advantage of the Turlock court’s legal validation of big-box bans to pass them in San Diego,\footnote{(author?), Council Votes to Ban Wal-Mart, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 30, 2006, at B4. The San Diego ban was pushed by the Joint Labor Management Committee. See Penni Crabtree, Proposed Ordinance in San Diego Takes Aim at Wal-Mart Supercenters, S.D. Union-Tribune, Nov. 20, 2003.} Santa Ana,\footnote{Dave McKibben, Santa Ana prepares to ban Supercenters, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 18, 2007, at B5.} and Long Beach.\footnote{Nancy Wride, Big-Box Grocery Ban Is Headed for the Ballot Box in Long Beach, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 8, 2007, at (page).} However, Wal-Mart still plans to challenge the bans via referenda. It therefore remains to be seen whether Wal-Mart opponents can build on the Inglewood success to defeat

\footnote{Currently, Wal-Mart is challenging the big-box ordinance in Long Beach by referendum. Id.}
Wal-Mart at the ballot box—or if the Inglewood victory will be confined to the unique facts of Wal-Mart’s ill-considered invocation of the ballot initiative process. Yet at this stage, it does appear that the symbolic power of the Inglewood site fight—a story of a small community defeating a retail giant—has fed into new campaigns, which have fought Wal-Mart’s small-city approach by trying to beat Wal-Mart at its own game, preempting development approvals at the city-level when possible and filing lawsuits when necessary. In one unique case, smart growth groups in the tiny Bay Area suburb of Hercules persuaded the city to exercise eminent domain to take land owned by Wal-Mart.340 Other community groups have pursued CEQA litigation to block proposed Supercenters,341 taking advantage of a 2004 California Court of Appeals decision to argue that the environmental review process should consider economic blight induced by big-box competition in addition to traditional environmental impacts.342 Additional fights in cities like Ventura343 and Marina344 have contributed to the slowing pace of Wal-Mart’s California expansion.345 Five years after the company announced its plans to bring forty Supercenters to California, it has opened only half that amount.346

As the Inglewood case study demonstrates, the Wal-Mart labor movement has emerged as a fluid network of community and labor groups that seek to raise the standards of low-wage workers outside of conventional labor law processes.\textsuperscript{347} As such, it represents an important part of “next-wave” labor activism that has presented new opportunities for lawyers to ally themselves with a large-scale movement seeking economic redistribution.\textsuperscript{348} Drawing on the lessons of the Inglewood campaign, this Part examines how the emergence of powerful community-labor coalitions that coordinate to advance economic reform has both relied upon and reshaped legal activism. It first analyzes the design and implementation of the big-box law reform campaign as a coordinated legislative effort targeting local government. It then assesses the lawyers’ role in the Inglewood site fight, focusing attention on how the deployment of multifaceted legal tactics and the coordination of legal experts from different practice sites contributed to the campaign’s goals—while simultaneously raising complex issues of client and community accountability.

\textit{A. Multi-Level Legal Advocacy}

The classical model of law reform emphasized the creation of \textit{universal rules} codified at the \textit{federal level}.\textsuperscript{349} This model—symbolized by the civil-rights era campaign of the NAACP LDF, culminating in \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}, and the subsequent enactment of federal civil rights


was egalitarian in its application and top-down in its implementation. This model was
driven in part by the unique political terrain of the times. During the civil rights era, because
there were few effective routes of political redress at the state and local levels for African Ameri-
cans, advocates focused resistance efforts at the more politically liberal centers of federal power,
particularly the federal judicial branch, which held out the promise of protecting minority
rights.351 A similar dynamic occurred during the New Deal period, when organized labor in-
voked federal governmental power to facilitate organizing and counteract the economic influence
of industrial capital.

The dominant scholarly perspective is critical of top-down, universal law reform on three ba-
sic grounds. First, scholars have been generally dubious of the long-term effectiveness of top-
down rules, which operate at a such a high level of remove that they cannot be effectively imple-
mented and enforced.352 Second, scholars have objected to the pursuit of rights as a goal of
transformative advocacy,353 in part because their inflexible and categorical nature prevents the
sort of bargaining necessary to resolve complicated social problems and defuses ongoing political
activation.354 Third, scholars have questioned the absolute benefits of laws of universal applica-

350 See Lobel, supra note 16, at 946.
351 See Owen Fiss, A Life Twice Lived, 100 YALE L.J. 1117 (1991)
352 HANDLER, supra note 16, at 18 (referring to the difficulties of administrative agency enforcement of rules as the
“bureaucratic contingency”); ROSENBERG, supra note 16, at 338 (concluding that courts could “almost never be
effective producers of significant social reform” because of their dependence on other political institutions and their
lack of enforcement powers).
353 See STUART SCHEINGOLD, THE POLITICS OF RIGHTS: LAWYERS, PUBLIC POLICY, AND POLITICAL
354 Simon, supra note 20 Pragmatism. (SC: is this the source in note 20, Solving Problems vs. Claiming Rights: The
Pragmatist Challenge?) Yes.
tion, which can obscure local differences and inhibit local experimentation.\textsuperscript{355} The Inglewood case study provides a vantage point for examining each of these critiques.

1. \textit{The Location of Law Reform: Bottom-Up}

Within the legal scholarship, local advocacy has been viewed as one potential response to some of the weaknesses of top-down law reform. This scholarship has offered examples of client empowerment,\textsuperscript{356} community economic development,\textsuperscript{357} and immigrant worker organizing\textsuperscript{358} as grassroots alternatives to traditional public interest litigation. One critique of these approaches has been to note the absence of any strong linkage between local advocacy and transformative political or economic reforms.\textsuperscript{359} The Inglewood case study, in contrast, offers an example of local advocacy in the service of broader redistributive goals that is firmly linked to the labor movement’s campaign to codify laws that benefit the working poor. In particular, the successful site fight unfolded as part of a larger policy initiative led by the UFCW and LAANE to protect unionized grocery jobs that culminated in the Los Angeles and Inglewood big-box ordinances requiring Wal-Mart to submit an economic impact report to gain Supercenter approval. The site fight strategy thus deployed both legal and organizing techniques to gain passage of local policy reform. In this sense, the Inglewood campaign resonated with the law reform orientation of classi-
cal public interest law efforts, but instead of pursuing law reform in a “top-down” fashion through courts, the Inglewood campaign revealed how lawyers deploy legal advocacy as a complement to grassroots activism to enact law reform from the “bottom-up” through local legislative channels. This strategy, to be sure, reflected the distinct political opportunity structure facing the anti-Wal-Mart activists, who could not count on the federal government as a source of legal protection and regulation for progressive causes. Yet the Superstores Ordinance ultimately passed itself may also be understood as responding to some of the criticisms of court-based law reform efforts, in that it erects a structure for regulating big-box stores that can be monitored and enforced by local labor activists close to the action. In addition, the ordinance explicitly requires ongoing mobilization efforts in order to be an effective check on Wal-Mart’s development plans, and is thus consistent with labor’s broader goal of promoting laws that promise to reinforce organizing.

2. The Nature of Law Reform: Hard Versus Soft

The Superstores Ordinance can be viewed as an example of “soft” law that instead of imposing strict regulatory standards on Wal-Mart or barring it outright, sets up a framework for assessing economic impacts as a starting point for discussions about how to maximize the benefits of big-box retail while minimizing its costs. As such, the ordinance requires that Wal-Mart opponents gather evidence demonstrating the costs of big-box retail on particular communities and offer proposals to mitigate such costs. This means that community groups will have to monitor

---


360 See Michael McCann & Jeffrey Dudas, Retrenchment…and Resurgence? Mapping the Changing context of Movement Lawyering in the United States, in CAUSE LAWYERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note __.


362 Telephone Interview with Feinberg, supra note 145.

363 However, to the extent that the ordinance operates to keep Wal-Mart out altogether, the distinction may be of little practical use.
proposed developments and provide rigorous empirical documentation of potential impacts. This process is unlikely to completely block a Superstore project because the ordinance permits project approval so long as any adverse material impacts are mitigated (though Wal-Mart may opt not to incur the cost of compliance). Nevertheless, the system requires bargaining between Wal-Mart and labor and community stakeholders over the terms of entry.

One outcome of this bargaining could be a CBA, like the ones LAANE has entered into with publicly subsidized private developers, which would include private contractual provisions mandating specific mitigation efforts by Wal-Mart. For instance, one possible resolution of a community challenge to the sufficiency of a Wal-Mart economic impact report on the grounds of a Supercenter’s negative impact on labor standards might be a CBA requiring Wal-Mart to pay living wage and a baseline threshold of health benefits in order to gain city approval. It is also plausible that such requirements would be memorialized in any development agreement between the city and Wal-Mart.

The emphasis on stakeholder negotiation and the reliance on community participation to press for higher labor standards at Wal-Mart raises its own questions about the ultimate political effectiveness of information-forcing soft laws like the Superstores Ordinance. LAANE justified its support of the ordinance on the ground that it would avoid unnecessary litigation over its terms and so far this has held true. Yet is it not clear that the ordinance achieves the political goal of enhancing labor rights more effectively than either a complete ban, which has now survived legal challenge in Turlock, or a law tying big-box approval directly to living wage requirements, as has been tried in Chicago. LAANE’s position is that the economic impact approach is still superior to

364 See Julian Gross, et al., supra note 128
these other alternatives, which are politically riskier since they are more likely to invite costly challenges and do not necessarily provide better outcomes for workers given that the Superstores Ordinance will either deter Wal-Mart entry (and thus operate like a complete ban) or result in bargained-for labor improvements (and thus operate like a living wage requirement). Moreover, it is not self-evident that workers in every case are necessarily better off without Wal-Mart and thus the Superstores Ordinance allows for the possibility of a win-win situation with Wal-Mart allowed to provide low-cost goods and increase jobs in a specific community, but on terms that are acceptable to a wide range of labor and community actors.

However, if the CBA movement is any guide, should Wal-Mart eventually decide to test the economic impact analysis process in Los Angeles or Inglewood, its strong bargaining power may allow it to negotiate a relatively lenient set of obligations in exchange for community support. For instance, in the CBA LAANE negotiated in 2001 with the developers of the Staples Center, there were no hard sanctions for failure to comply with living wage and first source hiring benchmarks, while the developer was relieved of the direct obligation to fund certain aspects of the benefits program, such as the requirements to provide park space and affordable housing, which could be financed by philanthropic sources under the terms of the deal. Nonetheless, one major advantage of the Superstores Ordinance is that it provides a politically legitimate mechanism for imposing stricter standards on Wal-Mart, which distinguishes it from the ad hoc CBA organizing approach that relies on leveraging legal mechanisms—like environmental review—that are not designed to facilitate bargaining over economic issues. In this sense, the ordinance provides a stronger legal framework within which to advocate revisions to Wal-Mart economic
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policies. As a formalistic matter, the economic impact analysis process envisioned under the ordinance will ultimately come down to the city’s evaluation of competing impact reports—with Wal-Mart consultants touting the community benefits of a Supercenter and labor consultants criticizing the harms. How these reports are interpreted by city decision makers and what mitigation requirements are ultimately imposed on Wal-Mart will be a function of political wrangling that will put labor’s political strength to the test. From a regulatory perspective, the effectiveness of the economic impact analysis process in placing constraints on Supercenter development will thus be contingent on organized labor’s ability to sustain political power and mobilize on a case-by-case basis.

3. The Application of Law Reform: Strategies of Diffusion

The passage of the Inglewood ordinance highlights the broader strategy pursued by labor activists in their effort to enforce labor reforms: construct a set of local policies that force Wal-Mart to seek broad public approval for its economic impacts and diffuse the policies on a city-by-city basis in order to establish wide geographic areas where big-box development must be accountable to community and labor stakeholders. The main issue raised by this bottom-up approach is the capacity to replicate and extend victories without a central means of coordination and given the distinct political dynamics presented by different cities. After Inglewood, a range of formal and informal mechanisms have developed to draw attention to big-box mobilizations across the country and foster greater coordination.367

On the legal front, lawyers active in the Inglewood campaign have developed expertise that has positioned them as valuable resources for national groups. Margo Feinberg, in particular, has

---
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served as a key node of information exchange, giving free advice to community-labor groups around the country who call about drafting big-box ordinances.\textsuperscript{368} On the national level, the Brennan Center for Justice, a public interest law organization in New York that has been instrumental in the national living wage movement,\textsuperscript{369} has developed relationships with community-labor groups promoting big-box reforms, lending crucial legal support in drafting ordinances and defending them from legal attack.\textsuperscript{370}

Local and national labor groups have played a critical role in devising ordinances and deliberately exporting them to new locations. LAANE, in particular, has become a key actor in promoting and coordinating anti-Wal-Mart campaigns, recently producing a resource guide that distills the collective experience of community-labor groups around the country and outlines legal and organizing responses to Wal-Mart development.\textsuperscript{371} The Partnership for Working Families is now supporting big-box activism in fifteen cities and is seeking to hire more staff and double the number of cities with active Wal-Mart campaigns.\textsuperscript{372} The goal of these efforts is to both enact local policies and also change the nature of the dialogue about the role of local governments to promote labor standards. Indeed, the success of LAANE and other community-labor groups in

\textsuperscript{368} Telephone Interview with Feinberg, \textit{supra} note 145.
\textsuperscript{369} See Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, Living Wage Project Description, at www.brennancenter.org/programs/living_wage/index.html.
\textsuperscript{370} See Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, Job Standards and Accountability for Large Retailers, available at http://www.brennancenter.org/subpage.asp?key=413&tier3_key=8492.
\textsuperscript{371} \textit{See} GRAY-BARKAN, \textit{WAL-MART AND BEYOND}, \textit{supra} note 7. The Advancement Project, a national social justice organization, has also sought to promote anti-Wal-Mart activism through developing and disseminating a case study on Inglewood. \textit{See} Elliot Petty, \textit{The People vs. Wal-Mart: Strategies that Work}, Advancement Project, NLJ[please spell out] Volume 12 Case Studies, July 15, 2005. (SC: this appears to be a new source. Please indicate full name of volume)
\textsuperscript{372} The selection of target cities is based on established criteria, including the presence of a strong labor board, receptive local governmental officials, and significant communities of color, which are viewed as the frontier of new labor organizing campaigns.
winning living wage and big-box ordinances has helped to revise expectations about how local
governments should use their power to link economic development to social justice.\textsuperscript{373} 

The unions themselves have been active participants in the strategic diffusion of Wal-Mart
reforms. UFCW-backed Wakeupwalmart.com and SEIU-sponsored Walmartwatch.com have cre-
ated sophisticated websites that provide information about ongoing site fights and legislative pro-
posals, while offering communities step-by-step guides to resist Wal-Mart developments. At the
state level, labor groups have launched efforts to pass “fair share” laws to force Wal-Mart to in-
crease health care benefits for employees or pay into a state health care fund, though these stalled
after Wal-Mart successfully challenged the Maryland Fair Share Health Care Fund Act on the
ground that it was preempted by the federal employee benefits law.\textsuperscript{374} Yet the Maryland case
only serves to underscore the high-stakes political and legal activism that has enveloped Wal-
Mart development in the post-Inglewood period. While labor and community groups have cer-
tainly not been able to stop Wal-Mart Supercenter development, they have been able to place
some limits on its pace, scope, and density.

\textbf{B. Tactical Pragmatism}

In contrast to the conventional focus on litigation as the public interest lawyer’s primary tool,
the Inglewood case also shows lawyers operating with a significant degree of tactical flexibility in
connection with grassroots labor rights campaigns. Indeed, the Inglewood campaign, culminating
in the ballot-box defeat of Wal-Mart and the subsequent passage of a Superstores Ordinance, re-

\textsuperscript{373} Telephone Interview with Feinberg, \textit{supra} note 145.
\textsuperscript{374} Maryland Fair Share Health Care Fund Act, \textit{at} \url{http://mlis.state.md.us/2005rs/bills/sb/sb0790t.pdf} (SC:
this appears to be a new source. Please provide citation to code in addition to online source), Retail Indus. Leaders Assoc.
v. Fielder, 435 F. Supp. 2d 481 (Md. Dist. Ct. 2006) (holding Act preempted by ERISA); \textit{see also} Edward A.
quired the lawyers involved to engage in a range of traditional (litigation) and non-traditional (organizing, lobbying, and publicity) advocacy tactics to achieve labor’s goals. In this sense, the Inglewood case illustrates legal advocacy that is problem-solving rather than litigation-focused.375 Litigation still plays an important role in advancing the larger labor campaign, as the legal challenge to Measure 04-A underscored, yet it is deployed as part of a broader repertoire of advocacy techniques that lawyers bring to bear to resolve political and economic disputes. Thus, the Inglewood lawyers used traditional litigation strategies to gain concrete “wins” and to spur ongoing mobilization, while also readily incorporating non-traditional techniques to advance policy goals.

1. Traditional Advocacy in the Service of Mobilization

The critique of public interest litigation emphasizes its potential to undermine political action by draining scarce movement resources, creating confusion between “symbolic” and “substantive” victories,376 co-opting potential movement leaders by paying them off with monetary awards,377 and translating collective grievances into individual rights claims that “undermine collectivities.”378 and legitimate inequities inscribed in the legal status quo.379 The Inglewood case study provides an example of lawyers and activists using law in sophisticated ways to advance a well-defined labor rights campaign that is in tension with this critical view. In the Inglewood campaign, law was deployed as one type of political resource used to advance strategic
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ends: a legal challenge was undertaken, but only in the context of a broader political strategy in which activists viewed the lawsuit as complementing their get-out-the-vote drive. Litigation was an important part of the overall site fight campaign, but it was used for purposes distinct from the traditional law reform suit, insofar as the immediate goal was to have a public relations and organizing impact, rather than gain a definitive adjudication of rights. Specifically, the lawsuit was brought to undermine the ordinance’s legal legitimacy in the public eye in order to persuade Inglewood voters to oppose Measure 04-A at the ballot box. In this sense, the use of litigation in the Inglewood campaign was politically pragmatic—not viewed as an end in itself, but rather as a way to enhance and supplement movement activity.380

In addition, the role of lawyers in helping the UFCW and LAANE to understand and intervene in the local land use planning process was critical to labor’s push for big-box reform—and highlights another way in which legal advocacy can facilitate community mobilization. While the use of litigation as a spur to mobilization has received a great deal of scholarly attention,381 there has been less focus on the relationship between law and mobilization outside the litigation context. Within low-income communities, an important tool to promote mobilization has been the community economic development model. In this model, communities organize themselves as nonprofit developers in order to leverage outside public and private investment to build affordable


380 In this sense, the use of law in Inglewood conforms to those described by Michael McCann and Helena Silverstein in their analysis of the pay equity and animal rights movements, in which they found that lawyers “did not view litigation as an exclusive end in itself” but instead were “very committed to encouraging, enhancing, and supplementing” movement activity. See Michael McCann & Helena Silverstein, Rethinking Law’s “Allurements”: A Relational Analysis of Social Movement Lawyers in the United States, in CAUSE LAWYERING: POLITICAL COMMITMENTS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 261, 269 (Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold eds., 1998).
housing and commercial projects. To facilitate this development, lawyers create legal frameworks for community organization—structuring legal associations that permit access to government incentive programs and promote community participation in the pursuit of development goals. In the anti-Wal-Mart context, the model of community mobilization is distinct: community groups organize themselves into coalitions to make political demands on local governments to either block Wal-Mart or condition its development on the promise of benefits for low-income communities. To do this, coalitions take advantage of the legal rights to participate in local political decision making, particularly those embedded in the land use and environmental review process, which permit public input in the city process of Supercenter approval. In this process, lawyers assist the coalitions to identify and navigate routes of legal participation, through which they can exercise their rights to advocate against land use and environmental clearance. The leverage afforded by these participation rights is the threat of disruption, which can be actualized by pressuring decision makers to deny public approval or suing to block developments on the basis of faulty public procedures.

In Inglewood, legal knowledge of the land use process was key to the UFCW and LAANE’s campaign. First, LAANE’s experience with CBAs equipped it with a deep understanding of how crucial land use approvals could be as leverage points in negotiations over development conditions. Accordingly, at the outset of the Inglewood campaign, LAANE focused on amending land use laws to ban big-box development as a way of derailing the proposed Supercenter development. Second, when Wal-Mart placed Measure 04-A on the ballot, it was understood by coalition members as a circumvention of their public participation rights. The legal and organizing efforts

that followed emphasized the deprivation of public input as both a legal violation and a political power grab. Finally, the Superstores Ordinances passed in Los Angeles and Inglewood specifically adapted the land use approval process by making a Superstore conditional use permit contingent on a favorable economic impact finding. Thus, the community-labor coalition was able to use its knowledge of the land use legal system to strengthen community participation rights in the context of Wal-Mart development. Legal expertise on land use issues continues to be critical to labor’s Wal-Mart agenda going forward, as is evident in the many ongoing efforts to block Supercenter land use approvals and amend local land use laws to limit big-box development. In this way, labor has used the opportunities for participation afforded by land use law to advance a labor rights agenda at the local level.

Indeed, the Inglewood campaign and the enactment of big-box ordinances have bolstered the Los Angeles labor movement in important ways. In particular, the absence of a Supercenter has framed the current negotiations over renewed labor contracts in the grocery sector, which has benefited from the protection against Wal-Mart that the Superstores Ordinances have afforded. The UFCW has sought to use its success against Wal-Mart to reverse the two-tier wage and benefit system imposed after the 2004 strike: it recently agreed with regional chain Stater Bros. to eliminate two-tier benefits, and has just called a strike against Albertsons as part of its strategy to negotiate individually with grocery chains to force the rescission of the two-tier system. At
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the grassroots level, LAANE has supported an initiative to raise standards in the grocery industry by organizing the Los Angeles Grocery Worker and Community Health Coalition, which has sponsored a review of the grocery industry that calls for the provision of health care benefits for grocery workers, the elimination of the two-tier wage and benefits system, city incentives for groceries with good labor records, and the creation of city policy to prevent grocery stores from redlining low-income communities.387

2. Nontraditional Advocacy in the Service of Legal Reform

To the extent that the Wal-Mart campaign centered on reforming city policy to demand higher standards from Wal-Mart, it invoked an alternative set of advocacy skills focused on drafting ordinances, coordinating public relations, and mobilizing grassroots support. Margo Feinberg, in particular, was closely involved in drafting the economic impact report ordinance, both in Los Angeles and Inglewood, and contributed to the lobbying efforts to secure its passage. In addition, she performed a number of other useful campaign tasks, such as negotiating with City Council members over the ordinances’ terms, coordinating the Inglewood legal team in preparation for its potential challenge to Measure 04-A, and helping to support the Inglewood public relations campaign by enlisting legal opinions from high-profile lawyers like the California Attorney General. The UFCW’s John Grant also contributed important nontraditional skills, including preparing community members to testify at government hearings and helping to orchestrate the union’s get out the vote drive. Madeline Janis, LAANE’s director, helped to plan and implement other aspects of the comprehensive campaign, including designing grassroots strategy, fundraising for the legal and organizing efforts, and providing input on the structure of the Superstores Ordinances.

387 Industry at a Crossroads, supra note 6, at 7.
The Inglewood case was also notable for its use of a networked team of multiple lawyers to advance its anti-big-box strategy. Though Jan Chatten-Brown was counsel of record in the litigation against Measure 04-A, the campaign was also supported by the ordinance drafting of Margo Feinberg, the policy expertise of the UFCW’s John Grant, and the land use and environmental legal support provided by David Pettit and Sean Hecht as members of the legal team assembled to litigate against Measure 04-A if it passed. Two features of this arrangement are highlighted here.

1. **Practice Sites**

First, unlike the paradigmatic public interest law case brought by staff lawyers working in a nonprofit organization, the professional locations of the lawyers involved in Inglewood were private law firms and law schools. This configuration was driven in part by the pursuit of relevant expertise. Labor lawyers are located primarily in private firms that serve as outside counsel on a fee-for-service basis to local unions; thus, to the degree that labor law expertise in the retail sector was needed, Feinberg’s law firm was a logical choice. In addition, because land use planning and election law are not topics strongly associated with public interest law groups, LAANE was forced to venture outside the nonprofit community to find lawyers with the right skills to litigate the ballot initiative. Though traditional environmental law groups might have been able to contribute the relevant legal expertise, the politically sensitive nature of the case (challenging a Wal-Mart on community impact grounds) and the need to invest a relatively large amount of legal resources within a small time frame cut against their involvement. Further, because the campaign targeted a major corporation it was outside the ambit of big-firm pro bono, which generally
avoids legal challenges to corporate clients. Accordingly, LAANE settled on a fee-for-service arrangement with a small public interest firm, Chatten-Brown & Associates, willing to take on the case for less than market rates because of its political mission and personal ties to the activists involved in the campaign. LAANE did receive pro bono counsel from Pettit, but his location as a partner in a boutique litigation firm with a liberal political orientation gave him greater flexibility in dictating the nature of his pro bono representation. The other members of the legal team, Hecht and Erwin Chemerinsky, were enlisted both because of their relative expertise and because it was thought that they would lend academic legitimacy to the site fight.

2. Professional Interdisciplinarity and Interlocking Motivation

The second noteworthy feature of the legal team was its interdisciplinary character. Though Inglewood was, at bottom, a labor rights campaign, its focus on leveraging labor reform through local land use planning, coupled with the unique nature of Wal-Mart’s invocation of the initiative process, meant that land use and environmental lawyers were enlisted in the service of labor movement objectives. Thus, labor’s local strategy drove the UFCW and LAANE to cast their search for legal assistance broadly, blurring the lines between traditional labor law on the one hand, and land use and environmental law on the other—fields that have often been at odds over the trade-off between promoting job-producing development versus preserving the environment. In this sense, Wal-Mart gave labor and environmental activists a way of forging a concrete, if still fragile, alliance.

The interdisciplinary nature of the legal team was also reflected in the differential motivations that brought each lawyer to the campaign. Though all of the lawyers involved contributed to

the ultimate union-defined goal of blocking Wal-Mart to advance labor standards, it is worth emphasizing that the lawyers each approached the engagement with their own unique notion of the “cause.” Feinberg and Grant, as labor lawyers, obviously pursued the Wal-Mart case from the standpoint of promoting labor movement goals. However, the other lawyers viewed their involvement through slightly different lenses. For Chatten-Brown, though her firm was on retainer, financial gain was not the prime motivator, given that she was charging LAANE and CBI a reduced rate. Instead, she accepted the Inglewood case as a way of challenging what she viewed as an instance of bad land use planning on behalf of a company that she held in low regard from an environmental perspective. For Pettit, the land use attorney, the cause was framed in terms of promoting community participation though the framework of land use planning.

Similarly, Sean Hecht, the UCLA environmental law professor also on the legal team, the incentive to get involved was partly personal and partly political. On the one hand, he viewed Inglewood as a compelling case at the intersection of three fields of personal interest: constitutional, land use, and election law. In addition, as a practicing lawyer who had recently moved into an academic setting, he was moved by the opportunity of reconnecting with the “real world” of practice, particular in the context of what he viewed as a potential “test case” for land use and environmental law in California. Yet he also got involved based in part on his policy preferences. In particular, as an environmental lawyer, Hecht felt passionately about the integrity of re-
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sensible land use planning as a feature of good governance and believed that it was wrong for Wal-Mart to try to subvert CEQA through initiative, thus carving a huge loophole through the legal framework of environmental review. In this sense, he wanted to help keep Wal-Mart out of Inglewood as a way to promote sound environmental policy.

While the motivations of the lawyers in the Inglewood case coalesced around the goal of supporting the site fight, it is interesting to consider how the lawyers’ distinct conceptions of the cause might affect future efforts to assemble coalitions. Indeed, while Wal-Mart attempts to placate workers in a way that reduces the appeal of unionization, it also works to wedge off different factions of the fluid anti-Wal-Mart coalition. Its grant-making to African American civil rights organizations is well-known, but Wal-Mart has also sought to direct its public relations campaign toward mollifying other critics. For instance, Wal-Mart has recently announced an initiative to build environmentally friendly “green” stores, while also providing grants and technical support to small businesses threatened by the Supercenter format. To the degree that these efforts to cleave off potential anti-big-box coalition members gain prominence, they may ultimately influence the motivations of environmental and land use attorneys currently aligned with the labor movement, who may avoid future advocacy against Wal-Mart on the ground that the company is making strides toward environmental sustainability and smart growth.
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D. Multi-Tier Accountability

The multiplicity of roles played by the lawyers on the Wal-Mart legal team combined with the fluid nature of the activist coalition to raise unique issues of accountability—both the lawyers’ accountability to the clients and the clients’ accountability to the broader community.

1. Lawyer-Client

One concern that has preoccupied scholars of public interest practice has been the degree to which sophisticated and socially privileged lawyers use their professional power to negate the efficacy of less powerful clients. Disempowerment may occur when overbearing lawyers purport to “know what is best” and thereby exclude clients from meaningful participation in the process of formulating responses to their own grievances. Alternatively, client disempowerment may occur when well-meaning lawyers fail to exploit moments of client resistance, unwittingly reinforcing stereotypes of client passivity—inflected by race and gender bias—that operate to further marginalize clients as agents of social change.

One antidote to disempowerment is expressed in terms of a commitment to a client-centered process of legal representation, in which the end goal is not simply legal victory measured in conventional terms (though this is not unimportant), but the promotion of a sense of personal agency on the part of clients. This emphasis on process suggests not just that lawyers should be attuned
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to client goals and emotional needs in the conduct of a case, but also that they should engage in more nontraditional activities, such as organizing informational workshops or convening client support groups, in order to transform the lawyer-client relationship into an opportunity to educate clients about the possibilities of resisting subordination.

Underlying this attention to process is thus a commitment to collective action. However, the thrust of the lawyering literature suggests a version of collective action in which a collective consciousness forms organically among community members, who must transform themselves from passive victims of structural injustice into agents of social change. Lawyers can play a role in this transformation, but it is carefully circumscribed: lawyers may use traditional legal tactics to gain conventional victories, but higher-order lawyering for social change is a matter of helping clients to see the commonality of their condition and pointing the direction for meaningful social redress. Implicit in this conception of social change is a notion of relatively weak and disaggregated community members, who must find their own voice in order to remedy the unjust conditions in which they reside. Also implicit is a strong skepticism of legal efficacy: that is, lawyers are viewed as instrumentally helpful, but law itself is viewed as an ultimately ineffectual tool for achieving meaningful, long-term reforms. Thus, part of the concern about lawyer domination is that the domination will take the form of lawyers pushing clients into the legal channels with which the lawyers are most familiar, thereby leading clients into a social change cul-de-sac bounded by the constraints of legalism.
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In the Inglewood context, the nature of the client group and the approach of the lawyers diminished these concerns about the disempowering impact of legal expertise on client mobilization. On the client end, LAANE, in particular, was a relatively powerful community organization, drawing political clout and resources from its labor affiliation, and governed by politically savvy and influential leaders. For instance, LAANE’s executive director, Madeline Janis, was an attorney with significant litigation and policy experience. She was also a member of the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency board and had strong connections to local political officials. The strength and coherence of LAANE’s leadership structure tended to insulate it from undue influence from outside lawyers; moreover, LAANE operated as a sophisticated consumer of legal services, selecting outside counsel based on how well they advance LAANE’s objectives. In making this selection, LAANE representatives sought out the best technical lawyers for the specific legal tasks, which meant that they evaluated outside counsel based on conventional metrics of legal expertise and capacity—they did not look for lawyers to undertake organizing functions, which they viewed as appropriately kept within LAANE’s purview. In this way, the existence of a strong community organization reduced the risk of lawyer domination. Because LAANE approached the lawyers as empowered political actors, the lawyering itself focused on achieving a political result defined by the coalition rather than on promoting goals envisioned by the lawyers.

For their part, the lawyers who worked on the campaign approached their engagement with LAANE and CBI from a perspective that mitigated concerns about client autonomy. For one, they were generally “private” sector lawyers retained by the clients to achieve a well-specified result. Their role conception, informed by their position in the market, was quite conventional, emphasizing the importance of client-centeredness in representation. The Chatten-Brown & Associates lawyers were specifically brought into the case because of their legal expertise in challenging the
ballot initiative, rather than because of their ideological allegiance to the Wal-Mart labor movement. From this perspective, the lawyer-client relationship looked to some degree like a conventional outside counsel arrangement, in which a law firm is retained to assist an organizational client with a discrete objective (the mirror image, indeed, of the relationship between Wal-Mart and its outside law firm). In addition, the cross-cutting nature of the representation—in which environmental and land use lawyers were enlisted to advance a labor organizing campaign—operated to dampen concerns about lawyers placing “cause” above client interests.405

David Pettit, the small firm lawyer retained specifically by LAANE to be part of the legal team, explicitly adopted what he termed the “David Binder method” of client representation,406 referring to his UCLA Law School professor and one of the founders of clinical legal education—famous for his seminal text in client counseling that advocates a “client-centered” approach emphasizing the need to protect client autonomy in all aspects of representation.407 Thus, Pettit has approached his ongoing engagement with LAANE from a very deferential counseling perspective, in which he talks to them about their short- and long-term objectives and bases his approach in any particular campaign on LAANE’s clear articulation of its goals—paying close attention to whether LAANE is trying to develop a long-term relationship with city officials in which less adversarial tactics may be appropriate or if the case is a one-shot deal where litigation may be more effective.408 Feinberg approached her role as coalition lawyer from a similar perspective. Par-
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particularly when it came to drafting the Superstore Ordinances, she listened to what coalition members emphasized as their policy interests and then would produce multiple drafts based on their input, leaving it to the coalition to provide feedback for additional changes and to accept the version they believed best served their ultimate purposes.409

The conventional nature of the lawyer-client relationship nonetheless raised its own accountability questions. Even within the confines of the lawyer-client relationship as constructed by the parties, the potential for conflicts was ripe.410 First, there were complexities involved in representing both a multi-organizational coalition (CBI) and the lead organizing group (LAANE) within the same case. Group representation raises difficult questions about who speaks for the group,411 but here those questions were exacerbated to the degree that CBI itself was an amalgam of several groups that operated with a range of organizational formality and endowed with very different resources. Thus, on the one hand, CBI was composed of representatives from LAANE and the UFCW, who brought critical financial and organizational resources; on the other, CBI contained more loosely constituted resident and faith-based groups that lent credibility and authenticity, but did not have the same decision-making clout. This created inherent questions of governance and authority to make decisions on behalf of the entire coalition—made more difficult by the fact that LAANE was also named as a separate party to the litigation and was paying for the litigation.412 Thus, during the course of the lawsuit, the Chatten-Brown & Associates lawyers coordinated primarily with LAANE representatives—Madeline Janis at the beginning and then primarily Lizette
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Hernandez and Tracy Gray-Barkan—as the spokespersons for the broader group.\(^{413}\) This arrangement, in part, proceeded by necessity, with LAANE serving as the nodal point in a broader network and thus well-positioned to assimilate the views of coalition members and present a unified point of view to the lawyers. However, the lack of formal specification of any type of governance structure within the coalition format complicated the lines of client communication.

This fluidity was apparent in the ways that the other members of the legal team perceived the “clients” to whom they owed allegiance. Pettit viewed himself as LAANE’s lawyer and dealt with Madeline Janis as the ultimate decision maker.\(^{414}\) John Grant, for his part, viewed his role less as legal counsel than as an officer of the union accountable to its membership (and leaders) and making decisions based on how campaign actions would impact the broader labor movement. Feinberg was on retainer with the UFCW, where she communicated with its president, Rick Icaza, and John Grant; she was also on retainer with LAANE, where she dealt primarily with Madeline Janis. When conflicts arose, she let the organizations work them out and then pursued the commonly agreed upon strategy.\(^{415}\) Hecht was working in his personal capacity in an advisory role; thus, he did not have a letter of engagement with any specific client.\(^{416}\)

2. Client-Community

The multiple and intersecting strands of lawyer-client relationships map onto broader divisions between clients and the “community,” suggesting how difficult it is for public
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interest lawyers to be accountable to the community writ large, rather than a particular interest group within it. Indeed, Wal-Mart labor campaigns generally expose rifts between class- and race-based conceptions of community—rifts that Wal-Mart deliberately exploits as a way to weaken labor opposition to its Supercenter plans. Thus, in Inglewood, Wal-Mart was able to drive a wedge between the labor-backed CBI and more traditional African American groups like the Urban League and NAACP by playing upon historical antagonisms. This strategy, replicated in other communities across the country, makes it difficult for lawyers to consider themselves as representing working class communities of color in their fight against Wal-Mart, rather than choosing sides in an intra-community dispute over labor versus racial solidarity.

Big-box battles expose other community fault lines as well. In Inglewood, there were divisions between residents based on their identification as consumers to be benefited by Wal-Mart or workers to be harmed. And there are a number of potential conflicts between different community constituencies that would come to the fore if Wal-Mart decided to enter the Los Angeles market, thus triggering intense negotiations over what community benefits Wal-Mart would have to provide to gain city approval. As in the CBA context, one could imagine organized labor’s interests diverging from those of small business owners, environmentalists, and neighborhood organizations. For instance, such groups may wish to prevent big-box development at all cost, while labor may see advantages to conditioning entry on Wal-Mart commitments to provide living wage jobs to local residents. Or the opposite could occur: labor may resist a Supercenter’s degradation of labor standards while other
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groups may support Wal-Mart’s promise of local jobs or environmentally conscious design. Moreover, even if all groups are generally supportive of approving Supercenter development with conditions, it is not clear how Wal-Mart should allocate its resources to mitigate community impacts. There will be an upper limit on the amount of money Wal-Mart will commit to mitigation before the project becomes cost-prohibitive. Should those resources go to enhancing wages, supporting local businesses, providing affordable housing for workers, or building green stores to mitigate energy consumption?

Finally, the interests of labor are not monolithic and even among the core groups of the Los Angeles community-labor alliance, fissures have emerged around questions of strategy and technique. Specifically, though the UFCW and LAANE continue to collaborate on Los Angeles Grocery Worker and Community Health campaign, which is focused on eliminating the two-tier wage structure in the grocery industry and bringing more groceries into communities of color, there are differences in emphasis and approach that complicate their relationship. The UFCW, given its mandate, has tended to focus more directly on how Wal-Mart affects union density in the grocery industry, while LAANE’s broader organizational focus has led it to attend to wider concerns about health, housing, and the environment. As a tactical matter, the UFCW and LAANE use different approaches, with the union investing more in helping to win political influence by supporting candidates in electoral campaigns, and LAANE devoting more efforts to grassroots organizing and coalition building. However, despite their dissimilarities, the two groups have taken steps to build closer ties and, as a result, there are now two UFCW members who are on staff at LAANE to coordinate community organizing and training around the Grocery Worker and Community
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Health campaign. As this suggests, the union is actively seeking to expand its constituency to reach beyond its traditional membership as part of labor’s broader effort to reinvigorate the movement. In response, other community groups in turn may decide to subsume their interests under labor’s broader agenda to the extent that they view organized labor as one of the only viable political forces for progressive change. Yet as organized labor attempts to walk the tight rope of building ties to non-labor constituencies while still advancing core labor interests, community-labor conflict is bound to be a central feature of the new movement landscape.

CONCLUSION

While the UFCW-LAANE alliance achieved a major victory in Inglewood—and has been successful in extending its anti-big-box activism across the country—important questions remain about how far the site fight will reach as a labor organizing tactic and how effective the use of law to advance labor campaigns will prove. Even its supporters acknowledge that the site fight’s reliance on reactive, case-by-case labor organizing and legal advocacy consumes a great deal of time and resources and, particularly in a place like Los Angeles where the large number of separate jurisdictions gives Wal-Mart many potential targets, the site fight strategy could be easily stretched too thin. Labor’s focus on city ordinances as a broad shield against Supercenter development responds to the limitations of the site fight, but enacting ordinances on a city-by-city basis is also resource-intensive and politically challenging. Moreover, it is not clear whether labor’s focus on local policy reforms will, in the long term, augment its economic power or if the current generation of labor leaders is simply falling into the same trap of privileging legal reform over sustained collective action that critics claim caused the decline of the movement in the past century.
Yet labor’s victory in Inglewood has produced important benefits—both symbolic and real—for the labor movement. As a symbol of labor’s ability to battle Wal-Mart on its own terms, Inglewood provided a counter-narrative to the dominant story of labor’s decline and did some damage (however small) to Wal-Mart’s aura of impregnability. The publicity from the site fight galvanized attention from labor and community activists across the country, feeding into new campaigns and raising the national visibility of groups like LAANE, which has assumed a prominent national role in disseminating organizing models and supporting anti-big-box drives. Inglewood also reinforced an activist conception of city government in which labor and community stakeholders play important parts in shaping local development decisions. But the win in Inglewood was not merely symbolic. It did, in fact, block Wal-Mart’s entrance into Los Angeles and has strengthened the UFCW’s hand in its new round of negotiations against the big grocery store chains. Thus, the Inglewood story matters not just as an allegory of labor smiting the mighty Wal-Mart foe, but as real-world tale of how local advocacy can recalibrate the legal playing field in ways that enhance worker power.

The Inglewood case should also matter for those who care about the role of lawyers in social change activism. The portrait of lawyering that emerged from the Inglewood study was one attuned to movement goals and deferential to client wishes. The lawyers were selected by labor groups because their technical legal expertise was viewed as crucial to advancing broader campaign goals and, in fact, was deployed in ways that contributed to the Inglewood ballot-box victory and the enactment of the subsequent big-box laws. This portrait contrasts sharply with the dominant post-civil rights view of public interest lawyers as agents of movement cooptation. It also accords with the picture of lawyering for companies like Wal-Mart, which use their vast resources to retain the best lawyers money can buy in order to aggressively pursue their economic
interests through law. As labor attempts to meet this corporate challenge head on, the legal arena will therefore remain a central field of contestation and—as Inglewood underscores—the role of lawyers will be continue to be critical to labor’s attempt to rebuild its organizational base and re-energize its economic agenda.